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ANWAR'S MEN GAIN
MEDIA CONTROL?
The Management buy-out of NSTP and TV3
How could a company
with only $100,000
paid-up capital, owned by
four executives, seize
control of an $800 million
media empire overnight?
TERENCE GOMEZ
unravels the complex link
between politics and
business in this deal. He
points out that Anwar
Ibrahim's editorial
control over these media
operations is seen as
crucial in his bid to
maintain top placing in
the November UMNO
Baru vice-presidential
elections.
ven before the management
buy-out of The New Straits
Times Press Bhd (NSTP)
and Sistem Televisyen (M) Bhd
(popularly known as TV3) was
announced on 5 January 1993,

E

there was much speculation that
such a takeover was imminent.
The most persistent comment
surrounding this takeover, however, was that it was linked to
Finance Minister Anwar Ibrahim.
Although Anwar has consistently
attempted to distance himself
from corporate deals and companies. and has openly eschewed
political involvement in business,
a phenomenon which marked the
era of his predecessor and close
ally Daim Zainuddin, the international media, in particular, and
critics have remained sceptical.
The reason for this could be
found in a statement made by
An war in June 1991, just three
months after his appointment as
Finance Minister, to the Far Eastern Economic Review (6 June
1991): UMNO should have no
business in dealing with business.
It should remain a political party
... But it is accepted that the
relationship between political
leaders and business leaders are
often close.
Although Daim's tenure may
have been noted for UMNO's
growing ownership of business
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entities, Anwar's term, however,
is increasingly marked by his
close ties with politically wellconnected businessmen.
The effect of both these different forms of political-business
linkages. however, appear to be
for the same purpose - for
patronage and as a means for ascendancy up UMNO Barn's
hierarchy.
Thus, following the management buy-out of NSTP and TV3,
it was not surprising that ambitious political aspirations were
attributed as a motive for another
corporate reshuffling exercise involving business entities closely
linked to UMNO. Both these
publicly-listed and media-related
companies are owned and controlled by Renong Bhd, a quoted company widely acknowledged as
UMNO's corporate flagship and
controlled by Halim Saad, who
has admitted acting as the party's
business proxy.

Management Buy-Out of
TV3andNSTP
Under the proposed management buy-out, four senior
management executives of NSTP
are to acquire a controlling stake
in the company and TV3 for
RM800 million cash. The four executives are NSTP's managing
director, Khalid Haji Ahmad,
NSTP's senior group general
manager, Mohd Noor Mutalib,
New Straits Times group editor,
Abdul Kadir Jasin, and Berita
1/arian group editor, Ahmad
Nazri Abdullah.

MALAYSIAN RESOURCES' CORPORATE STRUCTURE AFTER THE
MANAGEMENT BUY.OUT OF THE NEW STRAITS TIMES PRESS AND TV3

1

Khalid Ahmad, Mohd Noor Mutalib,
Kadir Jasin & Ahmad Nazri Abdullah
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The controlling 48.01 per cent
stake in NSTP and 43.22 per cent
stake in TV3 is to be acquired
from Renong through Realmild
Sdn Bhd, a company owned by
these four executives which has a
paid-up capital of just over
RM100,000 and with hardly any
asset base. There was, thus, little
doubt that to finance this RM800
million management buy-out,
another publicly-listed company
would eventually be involved
with Realmild in this corporate
exercise.
As expected, two days later,
Malaysian Resources Corporation
Bhd,
a
financially
beleaguered
listed
property
development firm - the company
had persistently registered losses
between 1986 and 1989, before
declaring a minor profit in 1990controlled by Quek Leng Chan's
Hong Leong Group, announced it

I Bank of Commerce I
would undertake Realmild's
RM800 million rights and obligations, and thus also obtain control
of NSTP and TV3.
Interestingly,
Malaysian
Resources' board of directors
then included Wan Azmi Wan
Hamzah (as chairman), a protege
of Daim and a former director of
UMNO's main holding company,
Fleet Group Sdn Bhd, and Mirzan
Mahathir, the son of Prime Minister Dr Mahathir Mohamad.
Along with most of Malaysian
Resources' other directors, Wan
Azmi and Mirzan resigned from
Malaysian Resources' board following the appointment of the
four NSTP executives.
Realmild's NSTP and TV3
management buy-out and its
reverse takeover of Malaysian
Resources meant that, overnight.
these four NSTP executives obtained direct and indirect control
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of five major publicly-listed companies as the figure (left) indicates.
Even before this management
buy-out, the largest to date in the
Malaysian corporate sector,
market speculation had been rife
that NSTP and TV3 would be
taken out of the Renong Group's
control, apparently because of a
fall-out between Renong's chairman, Halim Saad, and Anwar.
Halim, although a close protege of
Daim, had in fact reportedly been
out of favour with Anwar since
early 1991 following disagreements over the management and
editorial control of NSTP.
The management buy-out has
thus been widely attributed to this
mutual distrust between Anwar
and Halim and the Finance
Minister's desire to bring under
his direct control the influential
TV3-Malaysia' s only private
television network - and NSTP,
which controls not only the leading English and Malay dailies,
New Straits Times and Berita
1/arian respectively, but also a
Chinese daily. Shin Min Daily
News .
Anwar's editorial control over
these media operations is seen as
crucial in his attempt to maintain
his top placing in UMNO Baru's
triennial vice-presidential election due this November; since last
year, there have been growing indications that the coming election
has already deeply factionalised
the party and will be a bitter and
closely-fought contest.
Another victory for Anwar,
who is reputedly well supported
by Daim. will make him a strong
contender as Mahathir's heir apparent, over even Ghafar Baba,
who although publicly aclmowledged as the premier's successor,
ts still seen as a stop- gap deputy.
Ghafar.
meanwhile,
is
believed to be actively trying to
consolidate his position within the
party by unifying factions opposed to Anwar because of his

meteoric rise in the party
A month later, in Ocunder
Mahathir's
tober 1992, Ishak Ismail
patronage.
and Mohamed Sarit acHowever,
despite
quired a 32 per cent stake
reports of Anwar's links to
in another publicly-listed
the NSTP and TV3
company, Golden Plus
management buy-out, the
Holdings Bhd (formerly
ties have not been conDayapi Industries).
clusively proven.
In December 1992,
Anwar too has made
Golden
Plus was used to
Mahathir'a patronage saw Anwar's meteoric rise in
repeated
denials
and
UMNO and rumbles of discontent in the ranks.
acquire a substantial stake
protestations over reports
in publicly-listed KFC
of his alleged links with
Holdings (M) Bhd, the
because they had agitated Anwar
such corporate entities.
country's
leading
fast-food
by "over-using" his name in their
In spite of this, the Finance
operator.
business deals.
Minister remains under severe
In April 1992, when the
A current director of Setron is
scrutiny because, since his apprivatised but government-conKamarudin Jaafar, the secretarypointment to the treasury, there
trolled Syarikat Telekoms (M)
general of the Angkatan Btlia
has been an inordinate increase in
Bhd (STM) announced the sucIslam
Malaysia
(ABIM)
the takeover of listed companies
cessful bidders for its massive
(Malaysia Islamic Youth Moveby businessmen closely asRM2 billion supplies contract,
ment) from 1981 to 1985. Anwar
S(>ciated with him.
Anwar was publicly embarrassed
had been the long serving presiwhen allegations of impropriety
dent of ABIM before being inGrowing Links With
were suggested; two of the five
ducted into UMNO in 1982.
Businessmen
recipients of the contract were apAnwar has also been linked to
parently closely linked to Anwar
publicly-listed ldris Hydraulic
In July 199l, just four months
- the Yayasan Bumiputera Pu/au
(M) Bhd, a company once
after his appointment as Finance
Pinang- Alcate/ joint-venture and
Minister, Anwar was linked to
majority-owned by UMNO's
the UMNO-controlled Koperasi
publicly-listed Setron Bhd, a
cooperative, Koperasi Usaha BerUsaha Bersatu 's joint-venture
satu Bhd. ldris Hydraulic, alcompany in which the Yayasan
with Fujitsu Ltd. The Ministry of
Bumiputua Pulau Pinang(Pulau
though under the control of
Finance Inc., a holding company
Pinang Bumiputera Foundation)
leaders of the opposition Semanof the · Finance Ministry owns
gat 46, w:ls eventually bought
then had a 11.85 per cent stake.
more than a 70 per cent stake in
Chairman of the Foundation since
over in January 1991 by a RM2
STM.
investment holding company,
1988- the Yayasan was said to be
Amidst mounting criticism,
Tanjung Layang (M) Sdn Bhd.
the Finance Minister's political
Anwar
maintained his stand that
Among
the
shareholders
of
flagship- Anwar resigned in 1991
the contract was aboveboard and
foUowing the disclosure of his inthis obscure holding company
that the decision on the tenders
was Ishak bin Ismail who had
direct link to Setron. His replacehad been made solely by the direcserved as secretary for UMNO's
ment as chairman of Yayasan was
tors of STM.
Permatang Pauh division, whose
Dr Ibrahim Saad, Anwar's politi·
chairman is Anwar. This led to
cal secretary between 1982 and
Links with the Financial
rumours that Ishak Ismail was ac19.86 .and currently the Deputy
Sector
ting on behalf of the Finance MinChief Minister of Pulau Pinang.
ister.
Apart from this, the chairman
Although Renong's chairman,
and managing director of Setron
In September 1992, Ishak IsHalim Saad, insisted that the sale
mail emerged as a director of
then were Syed Mohamad Syed
ofNSTP and TV3 was an "opportunity it (Renong) could not
Murtaza and Abdul Murad
Grand Care Sdn Bhd, which had a
major stake in another publiclyAhmad respectively; both men
refuse" (The Star, 6 January 1993)
listed company, Wembly Inwere believed to be close allies of
and while most of the anlayses on
dustries Holdings Bhd. Another
the management buy-out have
Anwar. Syed Mohamed, for elldirector of Grand Care was
ample, was a member of UMNO
centred on TV3 and NSTP's
Mohamed Sarit Haji Yusoh who
Penang and a directorofYayasan.
dominance over the media sector,
had served as Anwar's political
Both men were eventually
little attention has been given to
secretary.
forced out of Setron, reportedly
the fact that NSTP has a crucial20
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per cent stake in Commerce Asset
Holding; this quoted holding
company owns Bank of Commerce, Malaysia's sixth largest
bank in terms of assets, and has a
majority stake in Commerce International Merchant Bankers
Bhd, a leading merchant bank
which is expected to be listed on
the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange in the near future.
More importantly, NSTP also
has a stake in the proposed Kuala
Lumpur Options and Financial
Futures Exchange (KLOFFE); the
other companies involved in this
lucrative financial futures exchange are Renong, Rashid Hussain Bhd and Zalik: Bhd.
Although Renong also has a
20 per cent stake in Bank of Commerce and a direct stake in the
KLOFFE, it would appear that
NSTP's interests in Bank of Commerce, Commerce International
Merchant Bankers and KLOFFE
should have meant greater reluctance on Renong's part to sell the
publishing company.
This enhances the presumption that there may have been
some political pressure on Halim
Saad to relinquish Renong 's stake
inNSTP.
Zalik, a stockbroking concern
and another participant in
KLOFFE, owns a major 20 per
cent stake in the publicly-listed
Ban Hin Lee Bank Bhd; Zalik and
Ban Hin Lee Bank, in turn, are
both controlled by Quek Leng
Chan's Hong Leong Group.
Apart from these two listed
companies
and
Malaysian
Resources, another quoted company under the Hong Leong
Group is Hume Industries Bhd.
Interestingly, the other main
shareholder of Hume Industries is
Jaguh Mutiara Sdn Bhd, a company wholly-owned by Renong
through Fleet Group.
It is also noteworthy that
Hume Industries has a controlling
stak:e in a listed newspaper entity,
Nanyang Press Bhd, which pub-

lishes the Chinese daily, Nan yang
Siang Pau. Nanyang Press also
owns China Press Bhd, which
publishes another Chinese daily,
The China Press.

Hong Leong's interests in
Malaysian Resources, Hume Industries, Nanyang Press and the
KLOFFE is thus particularly significant because of the links between these companies and
UMNO and the politically wellconnected Wan Azmi Wan Hamzah.

Apart from having an interest
in Malaysian Resources and serving as its chairman, Wan Azmi
was also once a major shareholder
of Nan yang Press which he eventually sold to Hume Industries.
Besides this, Wan Azmi has an
indirect stake in the KLOFFE
through his controlling 20 per
cent stake in publicly-quoted
Land & General Bhd which, in
turn, owns a stake in the listed
brokerage lirm, Rashid Hussain,
another participant in the financial futures exchange; Rashid
Hussain also owns a 20 per cent
stake in the D & C Bank.
Apart from bank loans and a
bond issue, the reverse takeover
of Malaysian Resources by Realmild will be financed through the
creation of 275 million new
Malaysian Resources shares.
While this will substantially
reduce the ownership of minority
shareholders. it is also highly improbable that the Hong Leong
Group will continue to hold a significant stake in Malaysian
Resources.
Just four months before this
management buy-out in August
1992, the Hong Leong Group had
made a general offer for
Malaysian Resources. giving it a
majority 52 per cent stake in the
company. By November 1992,
however, Hong Leong had sold
down its interests in Malaysian
Resources to a mere 10 per cent;
it is believed that the Heavy Industries Corporation of Malaysia
A/iran Monthly 1993:3 (3) PageS

(HICOM) Bhd picked up at least
per cent of Malaysian
Resources' equity. Majority
ownership of HICOM, a public
enterprise, is held by the Ministry
of Finance Inc .• the holding company owned by Anwar's Finance
Ministry.
By late 1992, there was already some supposition that
Malaysian Resources might be
the listed vehicle for the takeover
of such a management buy-out.
From the transactions that
transpired on the local bourse, it
appeared that the Hong Leong
Group had played a part in
facilitating this management buyout.
Meanwhile, Hong Leong's
profits from the sale of its
Malaysian Resources equity were
reportedly used to buy into Zalik
and Ban Hin Lee Bank.
According to Malaysian Business (16 December 1992), the
Hong Leong Group may have already obtained, since early 1992,
a waiver from the Banking and
Financial
Institutions
Act
(BAFIA) regulations to obtain
more than the limited 20 per cent
stake in Ban Hin Lee Bank.
For Quelc Leng Chan, who is
believed to be actively pursuing
an attempt to gain greater control
of the local financial sector,
giving up majority control of the
ailing Malaysian Resources for a
greater stake in Ban Hin Lee Bank
and Zalilc, and thus the KLOFFE,
may be a very profitable compromise.
The accompanying chart
(overleaf) reveals more cogently
the extent of the intricate linkages
between these companies and
businessmen to the financial and
media sectors.
These links with the financial
sector appear all the more pertinent because of Anwar's current
portfolio as it opens avenues for
possible connict-of-interest situations; none, however, has arisen
to dale.
20

CORPORATE UNKAGES BETWEEN THE HONG LEONG GROUP, INFLUENTIAL BUSINESSMEN AND
UMNC>-RELATED COMPANIES IN THE FINANCIAL AND MEDIA SECTORS.
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Despite this, the growing
political clout that Anwar's fac tion has within UMNO Baru, because of its apparenr dominance
over the publishing and financial
sectors, does not augur well for a
democratically run and fair party

election in November, particularly with the growing patronage
networks available to his faction.
As for the investing public in
Malaysia's corporate sector,
specifically
the
minority
shareholders of Renong and
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Malaysian
Resources,
the
management buy-out of NSTP
and TV3 is another indication of
how vested political interests appear to have a greater bearing over
sound business policy. in i~r
tant corporate transactiOns. •

KERAJAAN & RAKYAT
A Malay Sense of Identity
PART1
In trying to understand
the recent controversy
over the royalty, it is
necessary to lpok into
history, says Aliran
President DR ARIFFIN
OMAR. In the first of two
articles, he traces the
development of the
royalty from the time of
the early Malay
communities and then
goes on to show how the
British and later the
Japanese used the Sultans
to control the Malays. It
was obvious to all, he
remarks, that the Sultans
were the mere playthings
of those who held the real
levers of power.
n trying to understand the conflict between Raja and rakyat
in the last decade of this century, it is necessary to go back to
history.
Dr. Anthony Milner an
Australian scholar has noted that
Malay communities within the
Malay archipelago perceived
their political condition in terms
of the terajaan. That is, they considered themselves to be living in
a community oriented around a
raja who was not only the focus of
what we call today political life
but also possessed a critical
religious and psychological significance.

I

Milner's book titled Kuajaan
suggested that this Malny sense of
identity was defined in terms of
the kerajnan.

Psychological Fear
J .M. Gullick has pointed out
that Malay communites were
found on the banks of rivers and
sea-fronts as rivers and seas
played an imporl3nt role as highways and were also the channels
of political control. These communities were lmown as negeri
which at thnt time were settlements and not states as we recognise the tenn today.
These negeris. though they
had rajas or sultans. did not have
very strong central control.
Benenth the raja or sultan there
were a number of territorial chiefs
who in turn had village hendmen
under them. Thus the control of
the sultans over his negeri was not
necessarily very strong and at
times even tenuous.
It is probably because the
precarious position of the ruler
was quite evident that the well
known Malay historian Abdul
Rahman Hj . Ismail of Universiti
Sains Malaysia has suggested thnt
the illusion or myth about the
sacred position of the ruler was
trotted out in order to create a
psychological fear within the
Malay mind that he should not
rebel against his ruler.
Abdul Rahman 's analysis of
the Malay Annals has shown that
there were a number of revolts
against the rulers and in some
cases regicide as can be seen in
the murder or Sultan Mahmud II
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of Johor-Riau by Megat Seri

Ram a.
Thus he rightly pointed out
that all the injunctions against
rebellion or regicide which would
bring about retribution both in this
world and in the hereafter were
uttered by rulers or their high officials as a means of safeguarding
their positions against the possibility of rebellion.
Whether concepts such as dtrhaka. taat dan sttia. timpa daulat
were potent or effective tenns
used to control the Malay ralcyat
have now become an issue or
debate. However, scholars of
Malay history have all noted that
just prior to British intervention in
the Malay states, the position of
the Malay sultans were waning
while the power of the territorial
chiefs were increasing. But since
the sultan was seen by all as a
symbol of sorts his position was
not done away with altogether.
However, after the murder of
James Birch by the Perak Malays,
the British intervened directly
into the affairs of Perak by getting
rid of Raja Abdullah who was sulun then and getting Raja Yusof
appointed as his replacement

British Manipulation
Students of Malaysian history
would be aware that with British
intervention, the position of the
sull3n was strengthened considerably. To the British, a strong
central authority was of utmost
imporl3nce if they were to succeed in their plan to exploit the
resources of the Malay states.
Thus the powers of the chieftains
were curtailed considerably.

The
pattern
of
He goes on to add that
British involvement in
"the maintenance of the
the other Malay states
position, authority and
followed to a greater or
prestige of the Malay rulers
lesser degree what they
is a cardinal point in our
had achieved in Pera.k in
policy."
1875. In short, the ruler
Scant Respect
now became the sole
focus of loyalty for the
But in his private
Malay rakyat.
minutes he added that
It would be a fallacy
"politically they (the Malay
to assume that all these
rulers) are a real and to my
went on without any
mind essential asset. But
conflict. There were
for thcm,the Malays would
conflicts between the
become a mob."
British and some Malay
So it was obvious that as
chiefs.
t1
~ ....
far as the British were conBritish
rule
~·~...
cemed, the Malay sultans
diminished the exercise
\~ were useful as a means of
of traditional authority
• ' ;. controlling the Malays. The
which took the form of
~ British felt that all the
forced labour, arbitrary
\ myths and the legends
;
collection of taxes, exabout the sacred aura of the
rulers could be used by
tortionate demands and
-'~!
them to control the Malay
slavery. Rebellions t~at t ~~ •
mob who would never rebel
flared up were easily , •.~~}.
,
~
and
commit derhaka .
suppressed
by
the ~v'~
ltJ.
~
~;:,
But
the British on their
British.
~
· \
•
While British inter• ·
,.
. part treated the Malay
i'-__
rulers with scant respect
vention and control may t:..
1 ...
have brought some Sultan Abdul Hamid in ceremonial dress:The Malay rulers when it suited their interests.
respite to the Malays were in fact not sovereign since every treaty signed
from the oppression of ens~red that they accepted end implemented British
For example, in the case
the feudal elite, it did not advice.
of Terengganu, the British
improve their lot considvirtually reduced the power
erably from the economic point of
sovereign. Indeed British officials
of the Terengganu royalty to such
propagated the lie that the ruler
view. The writings of Munshi Aban extent that Sultan Muhammad
dullah revealed the abject misery
was sovereign.
abdicated his throne in a rage on
In 1932 Samuel Wilson on his
of the Malay masses under the
20 May 1920. Sulaiman, the
visit to Malaya stated that "it
misrule and oppression of the
brother of the ex-sultan was
seems clear that the maintenance
rajas and his chiefs and thus
elevated to the sultanship. He was
of the position, authority and
benevolent despotism" under the
weak and considered effeminate
prestige of the Malay rulers must
British was some form of imby the British and was thus easy
provement in their way of life.
always he a cardinal point in
to control.
British policy".
However, the Malay rulers
In Selangor during the SelanEven much earlier W.G.A.
were alienated from their rakyat.
gor
succession dispute (1933 Ormsby-Gore
pointed
out
that
They were to all intents and pur1938),
the British resident
"the
Malay
sultans
arc
the
heads
poses prisoners of the British and
of the national reli-gion in each
Theodore Adams high handedly
had to follow British advice
state, and the traditional protecreplaced Musa Udin with Tengku
without any question.
tors of Malay customs which is so
Alam Shah as the next in line for
Every treaty signed between
the throne.
dearly cherished in the manners
the Malay rulers and the British
There were many other cases
and life in all classes of Malays.
ensured that rulers had to accept
of British act~ons against the
The courts of the sultans and rajas
and implement British advice.
Malay royalty which can be read
main lain a measure of dignity and
Outwardly ,it was made to appear
about in history books.
colour loved by the masses."
that the Malay rulers were

1
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The late 1920s and 1930s also
saw the setting up of various
Malay persatuans and kesatuans
as a fonn of alternative focus of
identity and perhaps loyalty since
some Malay felts that the rajas
were incapable of playing their
role of protecting the Malay community. The various state associations and the somewhat radical
Kesatuan Melayu Muda are examples of such associations.
William Roff in his book on
the Origins Of Malay Nationalism
mentioned some of these associations. Of course, it was not so obvious then that these associations
would stand up and oppose the
rajas at that point in time. However after the war this was
precisely what happened.
During the Japanese Occupation (1941 - 1945), th~ Malay sultanates were in an even worse
situation. Initially the Japanese
had decided to do away with them
altogether. However they decided
against such a drastic step.
The rulers merely became
heads of religion and little else.
There were cases of sultans
being scolded publicly by the
Japanese. Sultan Ibrahim of Johor
was publicly reprimanded for
leaning on his stick while talking
to Japanese officers.
The ruler of Kedah had his islana broken into and his furniture
removed by the Japanese.
Since it was all too obvious
that the sultans had no power
whatsoever, their prestige and the
respect that the rakyat had for
them declined.
During the occupation the
Japanese had dethroned Sultan
Alam Shah and put up Musa Udin,
Sultan Ali of Trengganu became
sultan on the death of Sultan
Sulaiman, while in Perlis, Syed
Hamzah described as a rogue by
the British was Raja.
When the British returned,
Brigadier H. C. Willan was sent to
interview the sultans. Sultan
Musa Udin was dethroned and

packed off to the Cocos Island,
Sultan Ali was dethroned with the
connivance of the Trengganu elite
and Syed Hamzah 4uiduy vacated his office as Raja before
Willan met him.
Thus it became obvious to all
that the sultans were mere playthings of whosoever held the
levers of power. It really did not
require much to make and unmake
a sultan as was shown by the
British before the war, the
Japanese during the Occupation
and once again by the British after
the war.

Betrayal
But the greatest shock of all
was the arrival of Harold MacMichael in 1945 who called on the
sultans and induced them to sign
the Malayan Union Agreements
by which the Malay states would
end up as de facto British colonies
and the sultans would just have
the more privilege of being sultans and nothing else.
But few of the sultans or even
the British reckoned with the fury
and anger of the Malays who
realised that they were betrayed
by both their sultans and the
British.
The condemnation of the sultans by the Malays made it clear
to all that the sultans had no power
whatsoever. Articles appearing in
the Malay newspapers Majlis and
the Vtusan Melayu stated clearly
that sultans cannot go against the
wishes of their rakyat.
Sultan Ibrahim of Johor had
the shock of his life when he was
told that he was no longer recognised as sultan by his own rakyat.
TheMa}lis of 13 April1946 stated
that "it must be remembered that
the institution of the Sultans is
important not for itself, but more
importantly, as a guarantee of
Malay nationalism ... ".
Even more shocking was the
Maj/is editorial of 6 February
1946 which stated clearly that "it
must be remembered that the aura
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of daulat is not just the Raja's
only but that the rakyat' s daulat is
even higher. If there are no rakyat,
there will be no raja, but if there
is no raja, the rakyat can become
raja."
Commenting on the sultans
signing of the Malayan Union
Agreement, theMajlis of 14 April
1946, pointed out that " ... it is not
the rakyat that has committed derhaka towards the raja but on the
contrary, it is the raja that has
committed derhaka towards the
rakyat."
Of course we are told that our
sultans were "pressured" into
signing the Malayan Union
Agreement and they did so with
great reluctance.
However, it must be noted that
all these explanations from the
sultans about being threatened
and forced to sign only came out
after the rulers were subjected to
tremendous pressure by the
Malay rakyat to disavow the MacMichael Agreements. In reality
some of them signed the treaties
willingly and without duress as
was the case with Sultan Ibrahim
of Johore.
The British withdrew the
Malayan Union and substituted it
with the Federation of Malaya
Agreement. In the Agreement, the
role and function of the sultans
were clearly spell out. They were
to be constitutional monarchs no
more no less.
Unfortunately, it would seem
that some of the Malay rulers do
not understand the concept and
practice of a constitutional
monarchy and that is why we are
still having problems with rulers
who do not know the limits of
their authority and who believe
that they can still behave like the
sultans of the Malacca sultanate .•

Next issue: (Part2)
Constitutional Monarchy: Theory
Vs Practice ( 1948-1993).

SPECIAL COURTS FOR
RULERS
WHA J: MALAYSIANS THINK
CONTRADICTS THE
CONSTiifUTION
DDtuk DOminic Puthucheary
(Lawyer and Member ofParliament)
Having a special court for the sultans conlr.ldicts
the spirit of the Constitution ... all of us, under the

Constitution, are equal.before the law. The system of
baving two courts is simply against the meaning and
purpose of the rule of law provision in the Constitution.
It is bound to result in two methods of applying
the same law and eventually, two separate standards.
This, I fear, is bound to bring the law into disrepute.
It won't benefit the rulers and in the long run it will
not be good either for the future of our system of
Parliamentary democracy nor the rule of law.
I am also disappointed that the opposition, who
have championed the cause of fundamental rights and
the rule of law, have not only supported this (the
special court). but also initiated the proposal. The
Government is only a reluctant party to it because the
original suggestion of the Government was that they
should be subjected to the same judgement and administration, that is, going to the same court.

AGAINST PRINCIPLE OF
JUSTICE
Sluzlcuntala Sharma (Lawyer)
Ordinary offences and claims must go through the
ordinary courts so I don't see why there should be a
~ial court for the royally. After aU, the ordinary
courts are also a creature of the Constitution. In fact,
the proposed amendments, on preliminary rending,
10und like a recipe for disaster. I think the sultans
have been conned.
For instance, a special court for the rulers would
result in depriving the rulers of the levels of appeal
available to ordinary people like us. If they lose, they
lose. They have no other recourse for appeal.
Moreover, going through the process of choosing
judges - two of the judges are to be chosen by the
Conference of Rulers - goes against the principles of
justice.

Also. the provision for the Attorney-General to
decide whether such a case should proceed is, to say
the least, prejudicial to the rulers as well as the the
other party. Whether a case should go ahead is for the
court to decide unless it is of a criminal nature.
Filing a civil claim is something that is considered
as of right. Whether such a claim if frivolous or
otherwise ought to be for the court to decide, not the
Attorney-General. And what if the Attorney-General
is called upon to defend the Sultan as may be required
in a civil claim. It would result in a conflict of
interest.

TENGKU RAZALEIGH
MAY BE RIGHT
F.X. (Unionist)
I don't see why the rulers have to be tried in a
special court especially when you are talking about
everyone being equal under the law. The Government, which had been so unprecedented in its actions
to bring the royalty down to earth, ought to have stuck
to its guns instead of giving in on this point. Would
a special court also mean special justice?
A special court sounds to me like a kind of immunity in itself. The Attorney-General will decide
whether a certain case has to be heard and past
experiences such as the Vijendran videotape affair
have not instilled very much confidence among us in
the A-G's department.
Tengku Razaleigh was reported to have said that
the modified amendments has not affected the rulers'
immunity. I'm beginning to think. that he may be
right.

WE WERE BEING HAD
Pak Ali (Taxi Driver)
They (the political leaders) said the Rulers cannot
be above the law. Fair enough! They said the Rulers
cannot be treated any different from the ordinary
citizen. That was great! They said that the Rulers
would be charged in the existing courts for offences
committed by them. That was simply fantastic!
But at the back of my mind I had this nagging,
uneasy feeling that we were somehow being duped.
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And when they announced the set- ' ~~r~~i!~~&::l
ting up of a special court for the Rulers,
I knew we were being had!

RIGHT TO BE
SUSPICIOUS
Ruhaini (Clerk)
So long as the terms and the conditions of the Special Courts have not
been worked out or revealed to the
public, it is our right to be suspicious of
what is happening. Personally speaking How about a special court tor the politicians?
there should be no special courts. The
raja and the rak.yat are equal under
millions upon millions for renovation of palaces and
Islam. If we value Islam let there be equal justice for
building of yet more palaces?
all. God does not discriminate in his judgements.
The government.
Who said that there was no land for the squatters
while they were parcelling off huge acres for golf
EVERYONE EQUA L BEFORE
courses?
THE LAW
The government.
Who helped the Rulers to squander the nation's
Ooi (Accounting Offzcer)
wealth and rape the forest and destroy the environI think a ruler who is charged should appear
ment?
before an ordinary court and not a special court. After
The government.
all, everyone is equal before the law. Moreover, if
Who was responsible for the squalor and squalid
there is a special court, it is very likely that the judges
conditions of the poor while footing the bill without
will be on friendly terms with the Rulers as they often
a tinge of conscience for RM2.6 million for buying
'rub shoulders' with them.
bed spreads?
The government.
Who was responsible for the hovels in which the
SPECIAL COURTS
wretched poor exist, while they built storerooms to
FOR THE POLITICIANSkeep these bedspreads?
NOT THE RU LERS
The government.
Who spent RM32 million for a 2-day fare while
Pavana Rawana (Teacher)
we were told there was no money for single session
schools?
We don't need a special court for the Rulers but
The government.
we certainly need one to try all the collaborators and
accessaries of the crimes and sins committed by the
The government should be in the dock - not the
Rulers.
Rulers. The Rulers merely and merrily took what was
given to them.
Who gave the Rulers all the powers that they did
not have?
It was the government that connived and colluded
The government.
with the Rulers. What right has it now to point an
Who pampered the Rulers and danced to their
accusing finger at the Rulers when it was the governtune?
ment that carried out the unconstitutional, unThe government.
reasonable, irresponsible biddings of the Rulers.
Who pandered to their whimps and fancies and
It not only connived and colluded with the Rulers,
turned every request to a royal command?
it did it steathily. It is guilty of secrecy. It is guilty of
The government.
hiding the crimes and sins, the extravagance and the
vulgar opulence of the Rulers from the citizens. It is
Who fed their greed and ego and treated them
guilty of shielding their excesses.
more than constitutional monarchs?
The government.
Yes, we need a special court to try the politicians
Who said that there was no money for hospitals
so that they will not crowd our courts and delay
or kidney machines or heart units but channelled
justice due to the citizens. •
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KEDAH SULTAN OPPOSED
MALAYAN UNION TREATY
rime Minister Dr Mahathir Mohamd when adThe initial effort by MacMichael to get the late
dressing the people attending the Majlis PerSultan Badlishah ofKedah to sign the new agreement
jumpaan Mesra Bersama Perdana Menteri in
met with strong protests from the Ruler as well as
Jitra on 29 January 1993 said that the then Sultans of
Haji Mohamed Sheriff bin Osman, Secretary to the
Kedah,Johor, Pahang and Selangor agreed to turn the
Kedah Government so things did not proceed as
States into British colonies under the MacMichael
smoothly as he expected. MacMichael was also
Treaty. This gave the impression to the public that
aware of the existence of an agreement concluded in
1923 between the State of Kedah and His Britannic
the Sultans he mentioned had willingly agreed to the
formation of the Malayan Union. However. this is
Majesty's Government which required the inclusion
certainly not the case with the late Sultan Badlishah
of the State Council in all negotiations. Article 3 of
of Kedah as explained below.
the Agreement specifically stated that:
The Malayan Union as advocated by Edward
His llritannic Majesty will not transfer or
Gent in 1944 was not the first attempt by the British
otherwise dispose of his rights of suzerainty over
the State of Kedah to another power and will not
Colonial Government to create one administrative
merge or combine the State of Kedab or her terunit for British Malaya. Earlier proposals had been
ritories with any ot her State or with the Colony of
made by Lawrence Gillemand in the 1920s and Cecil
the Straits Settlements without the written conClementi in the 1930s when they were High Commissent of His Highness the Sultan in Council.
sioners in Malaya. However, Clementi's recommendation for a Pan-Malayan Union drew the most
Mac Michael in his report to the Secretary of State
for the Colonies in 1946 described has dealing with
protests especially from Kedah and Johor during the
pre- World War II period.
After the Second World
War the British Government
decided to adopt Edward
Gent's plan of incorporating
the Federated Malay States.
Malay
the Unfederated
States, Penang and Malacca
into a Malayan Union thus
making it a British colony.
So, in 1945 Harold MacMichael was sent to Malaya
to secure new treaty arrangements with the Malay Rulers.
He was instructed by the
Secretary of State for the
Colonies. G H Hall to get the
Malay Rulers' cooperation to •
sign the treaties and he was
also given the power to
recognise or depose them and
to replace them with suitable Arm-twisting tactics by the British to form an administrative unit for Malaya drew
Malay personages. The sum- strong protests, especially from Kedah and Johor.
mary method by which the
the Sultan of Kedah as follows:
Rulers' signatures to the treaties were obtained
caused great concern to a lot of people in Malaya and
In Kedah the strong tendency to\\-ards
separatism, not to say parochialism, which has
in Britain. Under such circumstances especially in
al·ways, I understand, characterised that State and
war-torn Malaya then the Malay Rulers had no choice
which was accentuated by the degree of latitude
but to give way to might. ·

P
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Sir Harold MacMichael: "Brutal" handling of the signing.

Sultan Badlishah: His status hinged on his signing the
New Agr..ment.

allowed to it by the Siamese, led the Sultan to
protest strongly.
After some considerable argument the State
Council of Kedah, which attended my meetings with
the Sultan, gave their written consent to the New
Agreement and His Highness Sir Badlishah, after
formal recognition of his status as Sultan, signed h
on 2nd December 1945.
Sultan Badlishah was very unhappy with the manncr Mac Michael made him sign the New Agreement

and he described it as "brutal". He claimed that he
was compelled to sign it under threat of non recognition. He later sent a petition to the Secretary of State
for the Colonies to plead his case. He also wrote to
many of his friends in England notably Frank Swettenham, Richard Winstedt, E Ia M Stowell, A S
Haynes, L D Gammans and others for support in
opposing the plan for a Malayan Union. Through his
initiative John Foster, a constitutional lawyer, was
also engaged on behalf of the Malay Rulers to fight
their case. A letter which Sultan Badlishah sent to
Shenton Thomas. the last pre-War British High Commissioner for the Malay States, some time in 1946
best expressed his opinion on the whole affair:
Personally I think the fairest way to deal with
the matter is to send an independent commission
to consult with the Rulers, to study the views of the
people and to submit the matter to Parliament.
Other aspects of the opposition to the Malayan
Union have been well documented. It was the strong
opposition of the Malays to the Union expressed in a
Pan-Malayan Malay Congress and later by UMNO
which led to the Malayan Union being revoked and
replaced with a Federation of Malaya on 1 February
1948. •
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TUNKU ISMAIL JEWA
PENANG

1

ACCOUNTABILITY
AND IMMUNITY
TITLE: ISU RAJA DAN PINDAAN PERLEr\1BAGAAt\/
AUTHOR: S HUSIN ALI
PUBLISHER: S HUSIN ALI:% PAGES: S."i.OO
REVIEWED BY: KHOO KAY JIN

he recent constitutional
and power, was rather one-sided.
amendments and the discusWhile the principle that the
sions they generated will
people have an inviolable and
probably be seen by future
sovereign right to criticize the
generations as a significant turnrajas has been upheld, the politiing point in Malaysia's history.
cal leadership is not keen for it to
For, wittingly or unwittingly, the
be extended to themselves as well.
question of the proper relationAs a result, we are in danger of
ship of ruler and ruled and of
escaping from the crocodile, but
power and the rakyat has been
only to find ourselves facing the
raised. In the process, the proper
tiger - to borrow the timely warnqualities of persons who would
ing made by noted Utusan
Malaysia columnist, Chamil
presume to rule have been highWariya.
lighted while extravagant lifeThe desire to avoid such an
styles and abuse of power and
privilege have been exposed and
outcome is the motivation behind
Syed Husin Ali's /su Raja dan
made illegitimate.
l'indaan Perlembagaan. The
This is long overdue for these
people's right to criticize their
are matters that should always be
leaders should not be confined
at the forefront of political cononly to those targeted for criticism
sideration and discussion. The
hope is that they will, from now
by other, more powerful leaders.
The right of criticism should be
on, be uppermost in our minds
guided only by the moral demands
when we think of our political
of political and public life.
system, of our leaders and of our
demands upon, and relationship
S Husin Ali probably needs little introduction to the readers of
to, them.
That the same
this
magazine.
considerations and
Formerly a professor
yardstick
should
of anthropology and
at
the
apply not only to the
sociology
University of Malaya,
rajas but also to our
he took early retireelected
political
ment to assume the
leaders and senior
leadership of Parti
bureaucrats is obRakyat Malaysia. But
vious. However, it is
even
while
an
clear that in the conacademic, he was actroversy, exposure of
wrong-doing,
of AuthorS Husln Ali
tive in political and soabuse of privilege
cial concerns, for

T
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which he paid the price of detention under the ISA from 1974 to
1981.
With commendable honesty,
Husin avows this book to be a
political commentary, not an
academic analysis. It's aim is thus
clear: to stake out a political position without pretence to the socalled academic objectivity.
Nevertheless, it does not try to
score easy political points; rather,
it tries to remind us that even
while the rajas are rightly being
made accountable for their acts,
government ministers have, over
time, acquired decision-making
powers that are shielded from accountability.
Such ministerial non-accountability has been written into laws
such as the ISA', OSA, the
amended Printing Presses Act and
the amended Land Acquisition
Act, thus conferring virtually absolute power upon the relevant
ministers.
Add to this the political and
business control which the
governing party has over the
major media. In the absence of
fair and accurate reporting of all
newsworthy events and points of
view, the governing party has
conferred a certain kind of immunity on itself, for without
knowledge and information, its
misdeeds and abuses of power can
go unchallenged because they are
not known.
Consider the situation prior to
the recent constitutional amendments: while there have always
been rumours regarding the misdeeds of the rulers, facts were
hard to come by. Only when the
constitutional amendments came
up did the media begin to provide
extensive coverage of the excesses of the rulers.
Similarly, while there has
been considerable talk or the lifestyles and business interests and
involvement of various ministers,
the media has studiously avoided
investigating any of this; thus the

The Sultan and Sultanah of Kelantan: lstana involvement in politics is taboo
only If it Ia aligned with the wrong camp.

people cannot ca11 them to account and if they try, they are
branded as rumour-mongers and
trouble-makers, if not downright
disloyal.
But as Husin Ali points out,
the notion of derhalca no longer
has a place in a rapidly modernizing Malaysia; indeed, our loyalties cannot and should not be to
persons, however elevated, but to
principles of right and wrong conduct, particularly in relation to
power.
Yet, he notes, our political
elites have sought to transfer the
attitude of submission once enjoyed by the rulers to themselves.
Thus, we are witnessing the passing of the absurd idea that "the
king can do no wrong" only to
suffer attempts at creating a political culture promoting the equally
absurd idea that leaders can do no
wrong or, at least, are not to be
criticized and challenged.
Needless to say, such an idea
and such a development goes
against the grain of Islamic teaching - the examples of the caliphs,
Abu Bakar and Usman, stand out
on this matter - as we11 as the
teachings of all world religions
and the bulk of contemporary social and political philosophy.
Sadly, actual practice h!lS
often been a far cry from such
teachings, testifying to the truth of

the idea that power is a.corrupting
force which must be kept under
control with a functioning system
of checks and balances.
Besides this important point, S
Husin Ali auempts to analyse the
reasons for the series of connicts
between the rulers and the ruling
party, particularly UMNO, in the
late 1970s and the 1980s, although the book gives a much too
· brief account of some of these
conflicts.
While acknowledging the misdeeds and excessive demands of
the rajas as a reason, he suggests
that the main reason is the rise of
new,
closely
interwoven,
economic and political elites who
arc in competition with the rulers
over economic resources.
In addition, the actions of
some of the rajas. particularly the
Sultan of Kclantan, in support of
opposition parties has angered the
UMNO Baruleadership to no end.
Husin points out that the UMNO
Baru leadership is not opposed, fh
principle. to istana involvement
in politics; what they oppose is
involvement on the "wrong" side.
But, suggests Husin Ali, the
ability of the UMNO Baru leadership to wage this connict in such
an open fashion is due to the
growth of the middle cl3Ss and of
an urban working class amongst
the Malays. This has resulted in a
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loosening of the bonds of felt dependence upon the raja and a
change in culture and thinking.
The result: increasingly. the raja
cannot count upon the automatic
support of Malays, particularly
given the widespread perception
of
the
extravagance
and
decadence of their life-styles and
the abusive behaviour of some of
them.
However, Husin is careful to
point out that no one can rea11y
say for certain the extent to which
the rajas have lost credibility and
legitimacy, given the lack of
studies on the subject, indeed the
impossibility of such studies prior
to the latest constitutional amendments. But it may be suggested
that the response to the recent
controversy indicates that it is indeed quite widespread, even in
comparison to just ten years ago,
at the time of another conflict with
the royalty.
Whether the rajas can regain
their credibility and legitimacy
given the public airing of all their
misdemeanours remains to be
seen.
But few would disagree with
Husin 's conclusion that they may
yet play the role envisaged for
them by Aliran and others in 1983
when opposing the constitutional
amendments then but only if they
forbear from greed, extravagance
and oppression and forego antiquated distinctions of status as expressed in language and practice.
The role envisaged is indeed a
noble one: to be a check and
balance in a political system that
h!lS demonstrated a distressing
drift towards authoritarianism,
wastefulness . and corruption.
Finally, the book bears the marks
of having been written in a week,
as stated by Husin himself. It
could usefully be edited and expanded into a more substantial,
yet more tightly argued, work. I
am sure many would look forward
to such a revision. •

AMENDMENTS TO THE
AMENDMENTS ... SOME
REFLECTIONS
Special court contradicts principle of equality

A first In Malayalan history: The Rulers withheld the royal assent.

A special court for the
sultans violates the
principle of equality
before the law, says ANIL
NETTO in his reflection
on the ongoing
controversy involving the
royalty. He also observes
that the media has been
fully exploited to achieve
the objectives of the
government.

t was the first time in
Malaysian history that a Bill
was returned to Parliament
after failing to receive the royal
assent.
On 11 February, the Rulers
carne up with proposed changes to
the Constitution (Amendment)
Bill 1993 and effectively sent it
back: to Parliament for further
debate. The Bill, which had earlier received overwhelming support in Parliament, had sought to
remove the personal immunity of

I

the Rulers and set up a special
court to try any of them should
they be involved in any offence 1n
their personal capacity.

SECRET CHANGES
Unfortunately, the changes
to the Bill proposed by the sultans
were not yet made public as at the
time of writing although Parliament had been scheduled to
debate the Bill on 8 Marcil. "Why
have these proposed changes been
kept secret?" asked Alimn President Dr Ariffin Omar."The people
have the right to know about the
changes unless the government
has something to hide."
Indeed, if the •amendments to
the amendments' were really inconsequential, why weren't they
revealed to the Press? Some fear
that the proposed changes by the
Rulers might have radically altered the Bill, making a mockery
of the government's avowed intention to give real meaning to the
principle of equality before the
law.
The government had openly
declared previously that the
Rulers had to be accountable to
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the people. Thus, it was very disturbing to note that these same
government leaders then saw it
fit to keep the people in the dark
over the nature of the Sultans'
proposed changes to the Bill.

GUARDIANS?
Those who think that the immunity of the monarchs is necessary to safeguard their position as
'independent' guardians of the
fundamental rights of the people
against the excesses of the Executive would do well to recall this:
when it came to the amendments
to the Internal Security Act a
couple of years back, a Bill which
advocated the abolition of the writ
of habeas corpus for ISA
detainees, the King. a former Lord
President, gave his royal assent
without much hesitation. This
represented a serious blow to the
basic right of an accused individual to a fair trial in court.
But when it came to a Bill
which sought to make the
monarchs personally accountable
for their wrongs - and, mind you,
this was a watered down Bill with
the provision for a special court

instead of ordinary courts to hear
cases involvi~ the royalty- what
happened? For the flfst time in
history, a Bill was sent back to
Parliament with 'proposed changes,'thus conclusively proving
that the monarchy would only act
when its own self interests are
threatened.

MORE EQUAL
Obviously, the Rulers were
not happy with the Bill even
though Dr Mahathir had breached
the fundamental principle of
equality before the law by providing for a special court to hear
cases involving the royalty. If a
Ruler is really equal to the manin- the-street in the eyes of the
law, there can be no justification
for a special court.
Of course, the proponents of a
special court argue that such a
court would protect the dignity of
the Rulers. But this is a lame argument; if a sultan commits a
crime, he surely forfeits the right
to hold on to whatever dignity
that may be vested in his office.
Indeed the very fact that the
Rulers would now have a special
court, and may even be eligible
for pardon, serves only to confirm
what most people knew all along
- the elites in this country seem to
be 'more equal' than the rest of us.

CONTROLLED MEDIA
Many have praised the role
played by the 'fearless' mass
media in recent months. True, the
media played an important role in
highlighting the shortcomings of
the royally -ami in the process. it
helped to keep public opinion on
Mahathir's side. But what a lot of
us tend to forget is that our controlled media onI y revealed to the
public what those at the top
wanted us to know, nothing more,
nothing less.
This became very obvious the
moment the Rulers reached a
compromise of sorts with the
the
government.
Suddenly,

'brave' news media stopped
highlighting the excesses of the
royals. It was not as if there were
no more wrongs to be exposed;
after all, one Barisan politician
had said that what had been
revealed so far represented only
the tip of the royal ice-berg.
So, why did the media suddenly shy away from their new found
role as champions of the ordinary
citizen? Simply because they had
been merely obeying instructions. This meant that there was
no chance for differing or opposing views to be expressed. For example, it was reported that one
government official had accused
Suffian, a former Lord president,
of confusi ng the people over the
royalty issue. However, most
people became confused only
after that politictan made his
statement simply because they
weren't even aware of Suffian's
views in the first place as the
media had totally blacked him
out.

FAT HOPES
As tong as the sultans were on
'the other side', the government
went all out to punish them- even
if it meant using terms hitherto
alien to them hke 'public accountability' and 'abuse of power.' But
once the Rulers compromised
with the government, public accountability was thrown out of the
back door and all was apparently
well again.
If anybody had harboured
hopes that the medta was experiencing a new dawn a.s the vanguard of public interests, they
soon realised that these were
nothing more than extremely fat
hopes. As for the media exposing
the wrongs of the Executive and
demanding pubhc accountability
from them - well, dream on.
The people now have a beuer
idea of what public accountability
is all about as a result of the recent
exposes on the sultans. Sadly,
government leaders have not yet
A/iran Monlhly /993:/J (1) Page 17

seen the need to start practising
what they have all along been
preaching to the sultans. This
would be an appropriate point to
ask once again: what happened to
the ACA report on Samy Vellu?
Looks like another blackout, eh? this time totally unrelated to shoddy maintenance work on generating turbines.

COMMUNAL STANCE
Another striking feature of
this whole saga was the way
politicians, the media and most
other Malaysians treated the
stand-off with the royalty as a
Malay problem. In the midst of
the controversy, a very important
fact was overlooked: the Rulers
are first and foremost supposed to
be Malaysian Rulers. Thus, it was
disconcerting to see the nonMalays keeping generally silent
over the whole issue. Perhaps they
didn't want to appear to be 'interfering.' The media was also guilty
of contributing to this perception
by obtaining feedback only from
Malay
personalities
and
politicians as well as publishing
letters mainly from Malay
readers.
Malaysians must make a stand
on issues pertaining to justice, integrity and public accountability
irrespective of who might be on
the receiving end. Such issues
cannot be confined to any one ethnic group because justice and
fairplay transcend all ethnic barriers.
Now that we have more or less
succeeded in ensuring that the sultans arc accountable to the people
notwithstanding the flaws of the
special court. let us demand the
same or an even higher degree of
accountability from all political
leaders, civil servants, corporate
managers and professionals.
We will not accept anything
less. •
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Thinking
Allowed
ECO-TOURISM OR
CUCKOO-TOURISM
The Langkawi Development
Authority (LADA) is 10 clever with
coming up with things to amWIC
towists. This time il is a crocodile
farm on that por.ldise-lost of an
island which LADA had hoped to

tum into a world-class holiday
ream and. I'm afraid is still hoping.
LADA thinks that since the Easl

Coosa is famed for its turtles, Chen
Langkawi's coast might one of
these days be famed for its
aocodiles Thai's rme, except for
one little hitch and that is, the
crocodile specie can never, never,
never be exclusive to Ulngbwi.
The specie is to be found
everywhere and I am talking of
coune, about politicians who srart
off as reasonably nice human
beings but WIUally end up far w<ne
than lhe most~le of reptiles.
Thus. one wonders how LADA
could have halched this half-baked
~theme in the first place. Why
would anyone be bothcl'ed with a
ma-e crocodile farm on the island
when there are supposedly, whole
colonies of the most vicious,
Wllamed and cunning of the reptile
swanning all over the country.
Poor, poor crocodile (I'm referring
to the real ones).
And do you stiU remember
LIMA? Thai event, which pve this
•petty, frivolous and rib:atd•
column (to quote some of the
unhappy readers of this column and

they are so RIGJm) so much to
wrile about and poke fwt aa. Well,
this time around, &here will be even
more goodies to entertain
participants and visitors to the
international maritime and
aerosp:r;e show th:d is also aimed at
esaablistUng Ulngkawi on the world
map.
It seems a golf course with
1:7-holes and no less is being built
to anract a higher class of visitors
and participants to the event this
time. The golfcourse, which comes
with a l~room hoecl (it used to be
the other way around). will cost $35
million, according to a newspaper
report So what's wrong wiah moce
greenery and more rooms
(especially since hoecl rooms were
a major thorn the last time around)
you may •1 Wen. for a start, the
resort is being built on the doorstep
of a dam which holds precious
water for the padi funners of Kedah.

This is puzzling indeed for one
would think lhat any :wea adjacent
to dams. in this c:lSe the Pedu D:¥n
up in the highland of Ked:lh, would
be zoned against any sort of
development Instead. one of the
stlle's politician (who else?) wns
reported as being highly annoyed
thai the developer - Pemas OUE
and its construction arm, Perspec,
was two months behind schedule in
constructing the resort And not
only was he annoyed. it seemed the
state government was just as
annoyed and. it was implied, so was
the big boss himself. the PM.
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Part of his vexation sterMled
from the fact that the developer had
failed to apprcciale the saauHxillt
10-km road leading to lhe dam to
facilitale the developer's work. The
same politician, who has been put
in charge of the st3e's towism (that
should explain the crocodile farm
idea) justified building a road
dvough vilal warer caachments on
the grounds that the dam was
previously accessible only by boat.
If that's the case, how was the dam
built in the fU'Sl place? The poor
chap, the thin air around the dam
must have affected his reasoning.
Anyway, aside from such
penonal remarks (anochcr one of
the moce serious blemishes of this
colwnn), even a layman with the
b:Rst knowledge ofecology would
be able to leU that a project as
enormous as a 1:7-hole golf coune
would be detrimental to the fragile
envirorunent around the dam and its
calchment ~.It is inconceivable
how the developer could have
pessu:lded the DOE 1o appove any
EIA for an area as highly sensitive
as this. unless no EIA was done at
all! It's a ll3Siy thought yes, but not
impossible since there are many
developers who build even before
their plans are approved lnl some
even before submitting any plans at
all!
But are we really so despelale
for tourist currency thai we are
prepared to sacrifice even our
precious waaer resources to amuse
the tourists? Do the politicians of
Kedah care more for the tourists
than for their own constituents
down on the lowlands, particularly
the fanners whole crops depend so
much on the water from the dam?
The way things are being done, it
seems so. The politicians there
seem intent - and literally so - on
leeching lhe S1a1e dry. Well, lhe
people of Kedah elected those
chaps who are now running the
state, so it is up to them to do
something.

•••
MY (EXPENSIVE)

FOOT/
Several women recently
brouaht new meanina to the
metlplaical sayina - wealth at
one's feel They were lcllina all and
-.dry lbout how much money
they aJUid lfbd eo splash on their
feel One l*ticuJar IOCidy lady
coolly announc:ed hnw she would
not think twice about spendina
SUJOO on a pair of shoes - an
-.ount that some blue-collar
WOlken would have eo eoil sevaal
months to brin1 home. Can't
imlaine whit one mlhml would
say ifthey wa-c eo bring home a pair

mshoea.

Shoes thai COSl I bomb. the
ladies said most solemnly. are
definitely worth iL For one lhing.
p'Cil shoes did peat things f<X' their
imaec.lhey said. It may be 1DJe. but
it is ltill diffiCUlt f<X' me eo imagine
liltina some vain or snobbish
aabR just because he (X' she has
on a pair m peat-looking shoes.
One woman told mhow lhe heel d
la$30 (IOc:iq)!) shoes had come
off • lhouah it was some peat
tmaedy.
And 10me d lhese women do
lppear 10 be al1anpting to rivallhe
exceaes ol lhe Filipino c1espoc
Imelda Martos. One of them
mc:nlioned ever 10 maner4-facdy
lllllllle owned more dull 100 pairs
ol lhoea of Ill colours and Ia
....,. mi:ay Wll getting ahem
wa when it IMied. Oh. the trap:
dlinplhat 10111e women (and some
~ 100. I am ue) have to go
dlloup in life! I wish someone
would lcll . . . lhe lby about lhe
penon wifl no feet.

•••

WASTED VOTES
Not only are the people of
Kedah suffering because of the
blundcts caased by her politicians.
Those in Selang<X' are also suffering
f<X' their electoral choices. It was
recendy rqJOr1Cd thai Tempki- Part
would be turned into a
c:omp-ehensive n:cre:WonaJ f01at,
whatever that is. The
announcement follows the
consarucbon d a controversial golf
course and club in the JD1c which
had beeen criticised by
environmentalists and campers
alike.
The Selangor Forestry
Department said that the part
would be equipped with aU ltinds d
facilities for lhe use of picnickers
and campers. What in the wOOd
could this fellow be talking about?
Templar Park, bef<X'C the invasion
of the golfers and the country
clubbers, was already one d the
most popular sites f<X' picnics and
camping • ask any sweaty seoul <X'
guide. The department 8ppCU'S to
be claiming to do what the Friends
oC Templer Parte Society had been
doing since 1957.
Templer Part. as we know. was
de-gazelled by the state
goyemmcnt. in the most secretive
mmanner. from a public put to a
forest reserve on July 19, 1990. And
what happened after that? The
services of the Friends oC Templer
Part Society were aenninatcd, 1
golfcourse andCOWllry club sprong
up aJmosa overnight and a. larger
fear loomin1 ahe:ld -the prolxlbility
oC loggin1now that the area is in the
hands of the ~le.
The entire Templer Park
episode shows what a weakling the
forestry department is when it
comes to defending our forests.
Pemaps they would be better off
being known as the logging
departmcnL In the case of Templar
Part. they have worked hand in
glove to mow down acres of forests
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for the usc of a privileged and
weD-heeled few.

•••
RULES ARE NOT
MEANT TO BE
BROKEN
Kuala Lumpur's City Hall.
surprisingly. did what it should
have been doing ages ago. It has

come down hard on developers
who have been breaking the rules
governing cOOSIJUClion. A lot of
people found the reported
crackdown funny for different
reasons. The developers thought
City Hall was trying eo be funny.
while those reading the report
found lhe entire episode just plain
funny.
For a stut. these developers
seem 10 think they are above the
law. One d lhem had sot on the
nerves of City Hall by dwnping
excess concre1e into a nearby river.
Several others had irritated City
HaD by building before their pbls
were ~ However, one of
them. a major name in
telccommunicaaion was so bold •
to begin construction work without
even submittmg pbns to City Hall.
Some d lhe developers learnt
d13l while they could get away wilh
murder when il comes ao
inconveniencing common locals
like us. they had to warch their saep
when il comes to IOUrisas. Several d
them found themselves on the
wrong side of City Hall because
they had carried on oonsaruction
until lale a& night and deprived
guests staying at several hotels in
lhc city and OCher neaby residencs
of their sleep. Some holel guesas
complained that lhe oonstruclion
had disrupted their television
m:cption.

One wonders wheaher ahese

momruac residents and gues&sever

spare a thought for the nuisance and
aggravation that the buildings
where they are now staying had
caused to olher people when the
SbUCtlRs wen: Wlder consbUCtion.
People such as these often
epitomise the worst in human
beings. They seem unable 10 think
or see beyond their own comfort
and convenience.
One wonders too about the
upper-middle crusas. who after they
have moved into some exclusive
neighboultlood that used 10 fonn
the green lwtg for others, proiCSl
vehemently against any other
developnent in their midst. And
just because the animals who used
to inhabit the former greens could
not procest against their invasion in
the fii'St place.

•••
I'LL BE THERE
(EVEN IN 2020)!
Some people think this column
is 100 hard on politicians. Even
personal, they say. (They are !ll
RIGHT- most of the time, at least).
Bm~y-~they~to~

on - they would agree how
deplorably desperate some
pOliticians are for publicity that
they will jump 10 offiCiate at almost
any function, half the time with
hardly any notion of what they ..-e
there for.
Well, it w~ recently rcpor1Cd
that a minister, invited to open
another of those endless seminars,
found himself alighting from his
petrol-guzzling limousine (both the
limousine and petrol, besides his
salary. being pUll by us) to nnd
none of those elabor.dc receptions
usually waiting to fawn and grovel.
The poor man sort of wondered
around the hotel, where the seminar
was being held, and man:1ged to
fmd the room -but only 10 have salt
rubbed into his injw'Cd ego. There

were only three participants out of
over 60 who were supposed to
attend the seminar.
Such indignity! His sole
consolation was thesightof a bunch
Or reporters - a species without
whom politicians would C<=lSie 10
believe in their own imporUnee or
relevance, or for thai maaer. their
very ex.islence. AfLCr drowning his
humiliation in !llme coffee in the
restawant below, the poor chap
climbed back into the limousine
and drove orr. hopefully not to open
another seminar.
The next day, the organisers
apologised profusely. Their excuse
for the rows of empty seats: the
participants were students from a
private !ll:hool who could not make
it thai morning because they had
classes. A more tempting reason for
the students' non-turnout would be
that they did not relish the idea of
listening to yet another minister
droning on about nothing in
particular -They had already had
enough of that from the radio and
1V.
However, the funn~ part of
this fwco was that the seminar was
entitled: "Towards More
Sophisticated Management Skills
In Meeting The Challenges Of
Vision 2020". And the red-faced
organisers were: The Malaysian
Association or Management and
Administr:uion.lf incidents such as
these are any indication or what is
to come in 2020.lhen we are in deep
trouble. Organisers who cannot
organise, students who fail to keep
appointments and the inevitable
publicity-crazed politicians.

•••
WHAT A MEAL!
A top government servant. and
a rather arrogant one a1 that, put his
root in his mouth and ended up
eating humble pie instead. He had
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to issue a public apology for calling
a group of journalists "orang
hutan". Now that is really
unforgivable. The jownalists are
only trying 10 do their work and if
he did not agree with the way some
of them push tape recmlers, mics
and notebooks at his face. then he
should politely leU them that he had
other more important things 10 do.
It seems this chap not only called
the newsmen orang hutan, but told
them he hated them. WeU, he may
be mctless. but at least he was

honesL
Anyway, the newsmen
complained to this chap's ~who
turned out to be none other than the
Minister Who Allegedly Wants To
Be Prime Minisa and recognising
the advantages of good Press
relations, advised his subordinate 10
apologise. The Press-hater was
quoted as saying that he had not
meant 10 hurt the reporters' feelings
nor had he meant to beliltle them.
Fair enough, but surely another
apology is now forthcoming - this
time to the orang hu&an. who may
not like being likened to the
countly's joumalisas.
ThCse peaceful inhabitants of
the forests feel they have been hurt
and belittled by the thoughtle~
remarks of this government servant
who obviously likes them as little as
he does jownalists.

•••
LEADERSHIP BY
EXAMPLE
It was a very nice photogrnph
that one of our newspapers carried
recently - our PM, swrounded by
other VIPS and government
officials going through some
aerobics workOU( with hlmdn:ds d
other people. The occasion ~ an
event dubbed Sports For All 1993
that was aimed at inculcating a
healthy lifestyle among all
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-.e PM for mlkinl him I
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..... llle people ~ Kebnl:ln? Or
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Minila WilD in hospital on lhe
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NO MORE ALL
PLAY AND NO
WORK._
What a relief it was for
taxpayers to read that our

aovemmenr avanlS are employed

to wort and not play spoos. The
Chief Scaelary 10 the pernnent
has put his foot down on

aovernmena srna~111 l*liciiXJiing

in .,.u durin& offiCe haws - lhal
means an immcdialc end to sports

meets. sports tournaments and
lholc Jeemingly endless •friendly
malches. betMen one panme~ll
dqo1mellland anolher.
Such sports meets have
obviously been found 10 inwlve roo
much offiCial time and money since
many ollhcm are usually locafcd in
some holiday resort like Port
Dickson or Desaru or Penang
island. And that means the
dq81ment wiD be spending (ow)
money
on
travelling,
accommodation and meals. not 10
mention lhe manpower lost and the
expenses ol orpnisinglhe meets.
nme wastage saans way before
such sponins events since a lot ol
mcetinp and orpnising is called
for. And afta' the cvenas.lhere will
be people who will be on medical
leave
(usually
from
or if they arc not.
oo "haaf ~cave·, meaning they will
only be working 10 a fi'3Ction oC
their usual capacity. So you can
imaaine whal 1011 ol work gets
done most or the time in our
government departments in the
punuit ollpOIU.
Hopefully.
the Chief

overinduleence>

Secrelary's dinlctive will

upwards•, however vague the
chances considering how
development theories like the
·mcklina down effect• have
cvaporatrd inlo nothing much. The
biaher-ups in government,

includina

. .

llllve ......... die ~·s
owa WCNbd IUiioal Grid by
louai•a 8Ha i• llleir
• ..,.,... ofticel ...... ill

plciJe

lwilllnd 111m with pmorous ...
like D.J. Dave (the siaaina
II:ASIIioa) and Zlrinlh Zainuddin
(lbe dubioul . . . .ion).

·raher
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IOIIIC

ol OW MinillaJ.

MPiand 1t11e assemblymen. all ol
whom are oo lhe public payroll,
should take a cue from the ctirective
llld Slop indulging in their fawurite
pmc - golf- cbing wortholn.
A game ol golf is now usually
JDt ollhe programme for visiting
government bigwip. He would
usually be playing wilh some other
lesser bigshols anxious to make his
vGil as pleasant as possible, while
the other government smaUshots
will be hangina around the
clubhouse toenslft thaa~g
proceeds smoothly and evay whim
and fancy o( the bigwig is fulftlled.
One would not be exageratins
10 assume thai a ager part ol the
working day is usually lost on the

fairway for an average 18-holc
pme would take about feu hours.
After thal. the entounage would
adjourn 10 the clubhouse for drinks
or lunch and that would take
.oherhourortwo. By the time the
bigshol takes off and lhe lesser
beings return 10 the ofrace, they
would either be too exhausted
(from the hcallnd lhe good food) to
work or it would already be time 10
go home.
The hours friltered away by ow
public avice in the mighty nne
ol sports these would astound all ol

us if someone were 10 ICiually carry
out a study. Or couJd it be thai
Dncone has already done so for the
Oaief Secretary 10 come out with
such a timely and much-welcome
directive.

-NNr

HEART TO HEART

"What comes from the lips reaches the ear, what comes from the heart
reaches the heart." -Arab Proverb

GIFrS
FROM THE
HEART
f I were to dwell on the chaotic
global conditions of 1992 it
would leave me in despair.
The wars and conflicts which
created much anguish and suffering among men, women and
ehilclren alike, stemmed from
decisions made by male political
leaders driven by their lust for
power.
In trying not to feel too despondent I am concentrating on the
heart-warming experiences of
some friends which lifted my
spirits, somewhat, and which restored my faith in humankind.

I

The Raj Sisters
When Aminah became friends
with the Raj sisters, she was a
freshie at the University.
The final examinations were
fast approaching. Arninah felt
that she was not prepared for
them.
All around her, people were
busily studying. It seemed that
everyone belonged to a study
group except Aminah.
AB she aat there, on the bench,
at the edge of the lily pond, filled
with desperation, Rani and Anna
approached her. They had noticed
Aminah and sensed her state of
mind.
When Arninah poured out her
heart to them, they invited her to
join their study group. From then
on their relationship grew. Over
the year, Aminah came to know
their oldest sister, Kok.i, who lives
in their hometown, on the east
coast.

Mer graduation they went
their separate ways, though not
forgetting to keep in touch.

One day, Aminah received a
phone call from Kok.i.
"Aminah, I am calling to inform you of some sad news. I don't
want you to know of it when you
read the papers."
Arninah held her breath. She
simply froze.
"Anna has just passed away.
She had cancer."
As Arninah related that experience to me, her voice was not
steady.
"They were in the depths of
their misery, yet they took the
time to think of me. They wanted
to buffer my feelings. I can't get
over that. How considerate these
friends were."
Kok.i advised Aminah to come
on the 16th day of observance.
Seeing that Aminah would not be
in time for the funeral.
During the service, Aminah
stood close to the sisters and the
priest, observing the decorum of
the occasion.
When it was over, Kok.i commented, "I was touched that you
did
not keep your distance,
during the service, Aminah."
during
the
Apparently,
funeral, their Muslim friends
would not come close to the casket.
Some did not even enter the
house.
For Arninah, the Ray sisters
were like family. Neither religion
nor ethnicity stood in the way of
her relationship with them.

Debt of blood
Salmah had gone to Singapore
to further her education. Since it
was her first trip outside Malaysia
she felt rather lost.
Thanks to a Eurasian girl,
Jane, from Singapore, Salmah
soon got her bearing. Jane showed
her the ropes of moving about college and various places that Salmah needed to know during her
stay - in short, where to go for
what.
At about the same time
Salmah's uncle and aunt came to
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Singapore because Pak Mat had to
undergo an operation.
Jane, once again came to the
rescue. She drove Salmah and her
aunt and uncle to the hospital.
Mer that Jane took Salmah
back to the college. For the next
few days Jane insisted on helping
Salmah out. Finally, Salmah succeeded in convincing her that she
could get to the hospital on her
own.
At the hospital, Salmah's aunt
and uncle were told that they had
to "return" the blood to be used in
the operation.
Both were quite worried because apart from Salmah they
knew no one else.
It so happened that someone
had taken notice of their worried
look. Paul, another Eurasian, was
visiting his relative in the next
bed. He asked what Pak Mat's
problem was. Mak Cik told him
and also the problem of replacing
the blood.
"Don't worry, auntie," Paul
said. "You just concentrate on
uncle's health. I'll do whatever I
can to help you."
True to his word, Paul
gathered a few of his male relatives and together they donated
their blood to be "returned" to the
hospital.
Salmah was so touched by the
kindness shown to her family and
herself by complete strangers.
Jane and Paul are Singaporeans with true hearts of
gold.
The two accounts above
seemed like tiny drops ofkindnesa
in the vast ocean of misdeeds.
Nevertheless, you and I know
that these acts of kindness meant
something in our everyday dealings with other human beinga.
They make sense. The wars do
not.
May 1993 bring all ofusayear
of peace and global healing. •

Hamima Dona Mustafa

LETTERS

on our Rulers, including civil allowanoe,
approved vehicle permiu, and a'lnrds and
titles. This commission should recommend
chanaes 1n a White Paper, inllead of resortIn& to hasty amendments, which have gone
too far.
THE LAST SULTAN;

/POH .

FEUDAL POLITICS IN
MALAYSIA
The Barisan Nasional government
could be heading towards a constitutional
crisis because the Rulers have refused to
aive anent to a bill which seeks to remove
their immunity (NST 19-1 - 1993).
is
also a certain controversy regardmg the
immunity of Rulers in the context'of hlam.
The pren have played a big role in
exposing the feudal practioes. Throughout
the yean, the feudal concept of laws was
not only practised through the monarchical
system, but also through the Barisan
Nasional aovcmment. Here are three
points that need to be taken into ICC(JQOt by
the people concerning the feudal conoept
uf laws and the intellect thAt dc:.W>atc our
SOCiety.
• Any law that impedes mau'upiritual
union w1th God who is the source of all
truth should be abolished. 1lae UDIDuruty of
Rulers which makes them abon the Jaw is
against God's principles oa eqiD.hty. The
1ssue of immunity should be aeen in the
context of a human spirit that 11 thirsting
for the truth rather than being confused
because as a Malay, one supports the immunity, and as a Muslim, one oppoaes it
Semanaat 46's commitment to religious
values is questionable.
1lte ISA and the OSA are also feudal
Jaws. These laws give the Home 1\.tinister
an absolute right to detain human be1ngs
without trial. It puu the Pnme Mtnister
above the law. The n&btto dcfeod oneself
in a oourt of law is a fundammtal human
right and no human being bas tbe ri&ht to
take away this privileae.
The excuae that theae laWJ are for the
aecurity of the couotry 11 ·~ becauae
there are already laws such u the Sedition
Act which could be wed to proac:cute
anyone who. in the ~cmmmt's "iew, is
a threat to national seamty. 11le ISA and
the OSA are instruma!U to cnate a cultu re
of fear amona the people wrbKh is feudal in
outlook.
• The feudal conoepu olsublcl"'ienoe
and silence lhould be ducardcd ao that a
healthy platform for soc1al just•ce can be
created. Recently, a &roup of intellectuals
endorsed a declaration staling that they
value democracy, equaLty a.nd justice.
Some of th1s intellectuals who are supposed to auide the people have been sub-

perc

IMMUNITY ISSUE:
ROYAL COMMISSION
NEEDED
The Jobor Royal family bu been
"tried, convicted and sentenced" even
befo~ the~ bu been any trial. The episode
involvin& their Hiahneuea haa been played
up by the med1a and the authorities, who
have over-ructed to the situation.
Recently. an MP said that over the
years there were 23 incidents involvin& the
Johor Royal family. What is astounding is
that nathin& appears to have been done by
the authorities until now. The Douglas
Gomez incident is an excuse, and the
propoaed conatitutional amendments are
draconian in the circunutances.
Since it is the Johor Royal Family
which precipitated the recent crisis, only
their royal penonase(s) should be called to
answer by their peers who should set up
their own Royal Court and procedure.
It is unfair to penalize the other sul·
tans. Mahatma Gandh1 111d: "Jr a drop of
dirty water falls into the ocean, the whole
ocean does not be<:ome d1rty". We mull
have faith in hwnanity.
It 1ssaid that people who live in glauhouaes should nat throw stones, so talking
of immunity, what is the result of the investi&ations iavolvin& the mysterious murder
aome years aao in Kuala Lumpur of a lady
video operator?
The Rulen, like the ordinary people,
have the ri&ht to counael of their choice,
and if we really practise democracy, they
should be free to disaaree with the advice
of the Prime Minister or the Mcnteri Besar,
and chanae their minds. The MP for Arau
should do a lot of soul searching on why

the Rulers unanimously rejected the
amendments. Whatever our views, we
should respect the Sullans for the in and we
should address them properly, instead of
using dia as one top government official
kept referring to one of the sultans.
In his openinJ speech at the 9th
Malaysian Law Conference (10-12 October 1991) former Lord President, Mohd
Suflian said: "This count.r y has a unique
system of monarchy. We have had a
monarchy smce before the time when the
Portuguese came and captured Malacca in
the year 1511. And the monarchy like other
institutions preserved by the Constitution,
has itself been subject to attacks both fron tal and insidious by strong men and their
prmdes. Some members of the monarchy
have been attacked not for participating in
politics but because of their neutrality. 1lte
monarchy apart from the Bar is the last
bastion that stands between you and tyranny."
In the preparatJoos for the invasion of
Singapore, General Yamashita, shifted his
HQtothe Sultan of Johor's palace on Buk1t
Serene which was known to British intelligenoe. From this vantage point, only a
mile across the Straiu of Johor, the "Tiaer
of Malaya" finalized his plans for the con·
quest of Singapore. I wonder how the battle
for Singapore would have turned out if the
palace, the h1ghest pomt, had been
destroyed by the British if they had their
way.
The screening of • Julius Caesar" over
television recently is a timely reminder to
both sides on the pitfalls of ambition and
the lust for power and its abuse.
A Royal Commission should be set up,
composed of eminent foreign jurists, to
study the existing COilstitutional provisions
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servient to the rulina elite over issues such
as the Volvo scandal, the BMF scandal and
the leaitunate ri&ht• of the people to form
a natiooal umon in the electronic sector.
They bave also been subservient, when the
Government played up ethnic and reliaious
sentiments tn the 1990 general election.
The lack of courage in brinaing up
these inues cleariy shows that some of the
Malay intellectuals believe in the principles of justice only when it suits their
political masters. Being subservient is part
of the feudal political culture.
6
1be Barisan Nasiooal govenunent's
intentton to domi11ate the political system
using ooe sided propaaanda through the
mainstream medta has exposed the
feudalistic
approach
to
politics.
Democracy means equal acceu to the
mainstream
media which includes
televisioo and radto, both for the government and the opposuion.
Feudal concepu of tradttioo should be
sun in alaraer context so that n:forms can
be introduced to suit modem times. Are the
Rulers willina to abolish their immunity
for the sake of justice? Will the Barisan
Nasional aovernment have enough
couraae to liberate itself from the feudalis tic approach to politics? These are ques·
lloos that need answers.

RONALD AIL BENJAMIN JOSEPII
I POll

MAHATHIR CREATING
TENSION OVER
IMMUNITY ISSUE
Since the Douglas Gomez incident, Or
Mahathir has taken it upon himself to
defend the rights of the common people
against all the Rulers in this country. He
hopes to project his image as the popular
hero of the nation.
But the way he has gone about doing
it, by openly critictsina the Rulen and. at
the same lime, unleashmg his ministers to
echo what he has been harping on day in
and day out, has become increasingly
seditious.
It is tantam ount to a father teach in& his
children to scold the elders. Such action is
uncalled for and frowned upon by ou r
oriental soctety. It is regarded as impohte
and in bad taste.
Even before the ConsiJtutional
Amendment Ball (affecting the rulers' immunity) could be passed as law, Mahathir
went further by encouraging the Press to
disclose the extravagant life-styles of the
Rulers. He hopes that the exposure will sti r
up the hatred of the rakyat against thetr
Rulers.
Still not sallsfied, he went another step
fu nber by denyina the Rulers all the
privileaes accorded to them e.g. pollee ef·

cons, royal wards in the hospitals, single
digit car registration numben, share allotmenu and red carpet treatment. God only
knows what he will attempt to do next 10
order to frustrate the Rulen.
It would only be fair if the Press starts
to snoop around and exposes the equally
unmatched life-styles of our govenunent
ministers. For all we know, they could
outclass all the Sultans.
Mahathir's actions are fanning the fire
that could soon tum into a ragin& inferno
which will eventuaUy engulf the whole
nation in turmotl and wreck the ethnic harmony cultivated by the late Tunku Abdul
Ralunan. All this while, we have been
living peacefully and fostering a gOQd
relationship between the rakyat and the
Rulen.
What he has done so far is to create
tensioo, susptcion anJ a feeling of enm•ty
between the Government and the palace by
adopting a policy known as CONFRONTATION.
For the love of peace, I beg Mahathir
to go slow and not lo be so radical. By
acting rashly, he might succumb himself to
a policy that he will live to regret later on.
With the erosion of the powers of the
Rulers, I am worried that coostitutional
monarchy will soon be replaced by anarchy.
It appears that the an1bitious Mahathtr,
as the uncrowned "King of Malaysia," JS
demanding h is pound of flesh at the expense of the Rulers.

TUAN SOli TUA.N MAT
KOTA. BA. RU

RMS FINE FOR
VIOLATING DRESS
CODE
The Kota Baru Municipal Coun~il
should stick to 1ts role of development
rather than poke its nose on how
Malaysians should dress. Recently it fined
fifty Muslim won1en SS each for failing to
observe some s.tly dress code.
It further wamcd non -Muslim women
not to wear mim -s ktrts and other allires
which expose the fiaure line.
Malaysian culture pem1its Malaysians
to clothe themselves according to their
wish. The democrallc nght to freedom of
dressing is being seriously que5tioned.
Warning women not to 'expose the figure
line' would mean that women in Kelantan
have to wear sacks shaped like barrels.
Let's accept one simple fact. Muslim
women in the Arab lands wrap themselves
with dark clothes and veils mainly to
protect themselves from sandstorms and
extreme temperatures.
There are no sandstonns here. What
we have are religious fanatics who are
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All Muslim women should dr• •
like this?
questioning the prevailing moderation in
Malaysian religions. They are even denying the poor the financial aid which the
government is providin& in its efforts to
eradicate poverty by clauifyingsucb aid as
horam and fannin& communal sentiments
by using words like kDfir.
All this shows that the best government for the State of Kelantan is a Barisan
Nasional one. The PAS Government
should be toppled at the next general election for tryina to question the democrati c
legal system and introducing hudud law
which is unsuttable for the 1990s.
Tengku Razalei&h Hamzah should
speak up aga10sl 1ucb absurditie• in Kelan tan. What the country needs most is the
continuation of a moderate Islamic outlook
as the country strides towards becoming a
developed nation.

KA.RUPPAN JOIIOR
JOIIOR BAJW

NO ONE TO HELP
FOREIGN PRISONERS
Recently I was 10 a court to observe a
civil case. There were many local and
foretgn prisooen brought in with band·
cuffs.
I was observm& a case involving two
Tan1il Sri Lankans who had been caught
for overstaying. They came into the court
at 9 am and at 12 noon were called to face
the magistrate.
However due to language difficulties,
the case was postponed to another date.
What a waste of time. The prisoos department should have 1nformed the couna earlier of the need for a Tamil interpreter.

The youna prisoners even asked the
maaistrate to help them in contacting their
family.
bn't there JODie organisation to help
these prisoners, IQIIIethina like Amnesty
International?
Some illegals are treated muc h beuer
and are given red identity cards. The immigration department should work hand in
band with the police to return these people
to their country quickly instead of overcrowdina them in prison.

ST RAJ
KEUNG

Demolition Of Squatters'
Homes Condemned
AN OPEN LETIER TO
THE ULU LANGAT
DISTRICT OFFICER
I was diuatisfted with the violence
that bas occurred against the elderly and
the poor families in Kampung Sungai
Mumi u reported in AM 1992:12(10).
Your action in demolishma the
families' wooden houses is not the issue. if
you think the a~ can be used for more
beneficial development. But what I am not
satisfied about is how your department attended to the problem.
Your department did not give them
enough time to prepare themselves to find
a new house. Do you think six days is
enough time? They are poor and do not
have the ability to meet their basic needs.
In additioo, your department reportedly did not arrange for alternative houses for
them. So where should they go? Who else
can help them besides the government?
Even if they are not Malaysians we are not
allowed to deal with them as we like. So
please think further before taking any action.

N!.SHIR B MANSOR (SIJIR)
UNIVERSITI SMNS M!.U.YSJA
PENANG

How Foreign Corruption
Hurts Malaysia
A LETIER TO ALIRAN
PRESIDENT, DR
ARIFFIN OMAR
I thank you for your time and auent ion
on 14 August 1992 when I was last in
Malaysia. You did not seem surprised
when I aave you details of how a foreian
company. Australasian Medical Defence
Un ion (AMDU) cheated my son and I of

SO.S million compensation in Kuala Lwnpu r in 19&S and then defamed me last June.
It is of interest to hear from you that
ALIRAN is a social movement dedicated
towards social justice. I am pleased that it
is also working internationally to over·
come "the control and dominance by rich
and powerful states, which is partly
responsible for the underdevelopment of
countries like ours. •
It has been reported that •corruption is
destructive, not just to society but to the
comJpt individual himself ... society will
be on the verge of anarchy ... Zakat that is
collected to help the poor will end up an the
pockets of the collect on. •
In this regard, docton in Malaysaa and
Australia contribute millions of dollars to
AMDU, which is based in Sydney. The
premaums are purportedly to help all
patients who have been seriously injured
by negligent colleaaues. But AMDU and
its solicitors are reportedly known to conspire to cheat and defraud medical victims
of fair damages. just to grow rich and
powerful. In Sura 4, II : "They who devour
the possessions of orphans unjustly shall
swallow nothing but fire into their bellies,
and shill broil in raging names". So far,
however,tbe prophesy has not eventuated!
It was recently conlirmed that a defendant-doctor in common-law countnes like
Australia and Malaysia would need
experts' support in court before he/she
could win a malpractice suit. However. in
Ooi v Smith (19&S). AMDU succeufully
defended the doctor wathout a single inde·
pendent expert. But not without (allegedly)
comJpt conduct!
The defendant was purportedly
thoroughly coached by AMDU's ex·
pens/agents to give (allegedly) false testimony. Then, she went on to (allegedly)
falsely swear that I had lost pages of Feeding Charts. Finally, AMDU allegedly
forged its own expert's report when it supported the plaintiff's cause!
It was (allegedly) a carefully planned
medico·legal compiracy and deceit.
AMDU's (alleged) fraud in a Malaysian
coon, resulted in my son being cheated of
SO.S millioo damages in 19&6. Authorities
in Kuala Lumpu r were informed of the
(alleaed) deception in 1987, but appeared
to have taken no significant action as yet.
In Sydney in 19&9, a Union secretary had
to (allegedly) pe rjure himself at a Coosumers Clain1 Tribunal to cover up its (alleged) fraud on a Malaysian High Court
f our years earlier!
It as true that I had devoted the last
decade to my cause. Howeve r, it was only
after my recent trip to Malaysia that I was
able to confi m1 that to call my cause "illfounded" is a big lie.
Thus my own experience and research
have proved that medical victims of
malpractice in the Commonwealth could
easily be denied equitable damages, given
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the experience, power and (alle&edly) cor·
rupt conduct of AMOU in Auatralia.
I trust that, as President of Ali ran, you
will expose this intemationalsocaal injustice so that leaislaton , judaes, lawyen,
doctors and medacal victims in Malaysia
are aware of this shocking white-collar
crime.

DR CARY T T 001
GLENIll. VEN, AUSTRAUA

DISCRIMINATION IS EVIL
011crimination in itself is recoanised
as a neceuary evil in all civilised societies.
Efforts to denounce it is universal, u evident from the myriad of international
Human Rights covenants.
Freedom from discrimination, bowever is not an absolute right, because sometimes it may be justified. For instance, one
may discriminate aaa&nst another based on
academac abilities for access to haaher
education. Justificataon thus requares an
objective balance between the cond itions
imposed and the necessity of imposing it.
Discrimination based on race however. has always been regarded as mherent·
ly suspect. therefore requirin& a very high
standard ofjustificataon to sustain any support to implement it.
The affirmative action proaramme in
Malayua is justified upon the Jtround of
redressing 'socialambalances' ol the put·
a concept which is laudable when analysed
in isolation.
However its short comings are
revealed once analysed m the light and
background of the muhi-ethnic composi·
tion of the Malaysian society.
Such a policy has resulted 10 near onehalf of the population bemg denied the
opportunity to fully partiCipate in almost
every area of national life. As a resuh
human resources are not only prevented
from being utahzed to its full, 111 adverse
effect upon ethnic relations cannot be dis·
counted. The core of the mauer lies in the
'quOta • system, whach now falls to be considered.
Affirmative actaon , u we were led to
accept, bean only one connotatioo •
quota·. In fact, it need not be. QuOta merely
sau on ooe extreme end of the entire
spectrum of affirmative action proaramme,
hence its controvenial nature.
True, the great bastion of Western
Democracy, the United States, too
embraces affirmauve action - but it is the
nature of its impositioo which calls for
deeper analysis. This in tum, would reveal
a great degree of sophistication.
Policies of affirmative action range
from encouragin& 'targets' to be met to the
so-called 'plus-one' factor criterion. Consensus to this approach can be renected and

elites. The irony of the matter remains that
affinnative action was especiaUy deviaed
to combat juat thaL
Affinnative action, since already had
been adopted, should be engineered
towards the benefit of all the under
privileged and the deprived. Poverty, as we
all readily recognise, is a universal problem. All Malaysian a in this catecory are the
rightful beneficiariea and thua whereby
aucb action• ought to be ta!Jelted.
Opportunitiea and auistance ahould
no longer be held back, hence enabling
those deprived full participation in national life - irrespective of ethnic orientation.
The problem with 'quota' is that it makes
no such distinction - it strikes blindly. The
philosophy is ' black and white' and makes
no concession to the fact that in reality the
division is far from clear, and very often
remains a 'grey' area.

The quota ay.tem create• ethnic
diequiel
found in the Supreme Court in particular,
and the American pe<~ple, in ceneral.
Thia consensua however falls apart
when one eoten the ruhn of 'quota'. lu
controvenial nature was vividly expressed
by the judges and their dtuentare reaarded
univenal It should be mentioned that affinnative actions potentially contravened
boch the 14th Amendent of the US Conatitution and Title VII of the Civil Righu
Act. 111 implementation was justified to rid
the US of ita ahameful put of deprivation
and alavery suffered by the non -wh1tes. To
hold otherwiae and abide to the letter
would offend the apirit of the Conititution.
Thus the very nature of affinnative
action in Malayaia must chance in order to
adapc to our unique blend of multi ethnic
society. In so doing, it must present itself
as being less hostile and its measures, leu
extreme. It ia important that auch a chan&e
must be backed by the consensus of the
Malaysian public through open debates,
&IJumenu and penuation. Efforts need to
be &eared towards promotin& measures
whereby '10fler' optiona may be adopted.
This ooold only serve to reinforce the delicate fabric which make up our multi-ethmc
society.
No purpose ia served when on the one
hand the Government preached about the
virtues of 'unity' while on the other hand
amaahed it with a sled&ehammer called
'quota' and the constant overtone• of racepolitic•.
The darbide of 'quota' was vividly
captured by A.S. in hi a highly infonnative
article on special share• allocation
(AM:I2(6) 1992).11 showed just how easy
it wu that 1uch a system could be manipulated and abused to serve and benefit the
privileged few through their wealth or
political aff'tliation.
Thia hat resulted in the concentration
of the nation's wealth on the hands of the

MAU. YSIIJ'UTR A
KUANTAN

BOSNIAN CRISIS:
MILITARY OPTION NOT
THE SOLUTION
I disagree with Malaysia's appeal to
the UN to use am1ed force to bring the
ethnic conflict in Bosnia to a halt, as this
would mean supportin& the disintegratioo
of Yugoslavia.
Everybody knows only a united
Yugoslavia can play an active and successful role in the Non-Aliened Movement
(NAM). In fact, Belgrade, the capital of the
fom1er Yugoslav11 had frequently been
given the honour of hostina NAM meetings.
In my opinion. dialoaue and negotiations are more p raamatic than the military
option, which is not a wise and pennanent
solution and which miaht fu n her widen the
cap between the Serbs and the Muslims. If
cooditions worsen, the war might spread to
neighbouring countries in the B:Ukan
Peninsula.
We should export our 'spirit of BN
(Barisan Nasional) to the Serbs (only a
minority of Serbs are extremists). As a
result of years of ethnic animosity under
communist rule, time and patience are requi red in order to achieve a seulement. A
moderate fonnula acceptable to all parti es
concerned should be souaht unde r the su pervision of the UN. Of course, they could
leam from our experience in establishing a
hannonious and stable multi~thnic
society. But there must be a ceasefire first.

COli TEIK BENG
IJUKIT MERTMAM
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MUSLIMS ULTIMATE
LOSERS IN BOSNIAN
TRAGEDY
The last peace initiative brokered by
the EC us ina the UN openly with so much
fanfare, has now fizzled out. The Serbs are
now to carry on with their 'ethnic
cleansin&'·
The EC slapped an Anns Embaflo on
the former Yucoclavia when the fightin.&
started and strictly enforced it on Bosnia
thus deoyin& them the right of selfdefence. But it left the Adriatic Sea and the
Danube River unpoliced (yes, they had observera to observ~ only). In late November
1992, they staged another show by claiming to enforce the embargo. Yet the
Danube River, th rough which most of the
arms and vital &oods were smuggled into
the former Yucoclavia, was deliberately
left open!
The superpowen are doin& all they can
to prevent othen from coming to the aid of
the Bosnian Muslim•. They managed to
impose an anns embargo on the Conner
Yugoslavia which they strictly enforced
immediately on Bosnia (an Iranian aircraft
was detained in Zagreb because there was
a cache of weapons). Yet the Serbs were
free to smuule weapons through Adraitic
seapons and the River Danube. Their
reasonin& was thatanning Bosnians would
escalate the area of conflict in Europe.
They expect us to accep« this rusooing.
Muslim leaden under the influence of
the US believe whatever the US says. Thus,
they have let the genocide go on for almost
a year now. The OIC has 10 far done very
liule to help the Bosnians. Are we as stupid
as thO« leaden? What cuarantee do we
have that the Serbs will stop and bec001e
humane &Jain? Most probably, the Serbs
will carry on with their 'ethnic cleansin& '
all the way down south to Kosovo where
the majority are Muslim• since the EC had
indirectly allowed the Serbs to commit
such atrocities in Bosnia. In their mad,
drunken, victorious stupor, the Serbs will
do just that. The EC wiU stage shows again
- not unlike the present.
To date, the EC has staged the following shows:
• Peace b rok ers: If they were ruUy
serious, why was each and every ceasefire
violated by the Serbs? Every time they
be&an talking, Sa rajevo was bombarded.
Now, the much-publ ished London Talka
have just fizzled out.
• Food Don ors: Food before the
slaughter.
• Refugee l ntak ts: To Christianise
them?
• Peace-keeper s u nder UNpN)(or:
Peace-keepers that keep their peace and
run helter skclter whenever shots are fired.
Are they really serious? Unprotected
food convoys. Lame excuses were given to
delay supplies reaching Bosnian Muslims.

Even old women Uld childred were
draued in u excuses. CUllhey not remove
lhe hwnUl obstacles? CUl they not use tear
aaa? Offensive weapons? Unlawful force?
They show food convoys goina to Muslim
towns yet lhey do not show the convoys to
Serb civiliUls. I bet they deliver more food
(many times more) and lhey really protect
the Serb& - 15,000-odd UN troops are
protectina SerbiUl enclaves in Croatia!
Now that the Serb& and the Croats have
reached Ul accord. Botnia will eventually
be carved out between them. 'J'he Muslims
will be allowed to return to selected areu
011 terma laid down by lhe Serba and lhe
Cro.u; so they can disband the war cnmea
tribunal aa it is now irrelevant, aince peace
has prevailed. Besides the war crimea
tribunal will take yean, even decades, to
aather, scrutinize and evaluate lhe
evidence. 11len they have to draa lhe alleaed olfenden to the tribunal. Who will
enforce the judgernent/findinaa? Or will
the re<XliiVIIeodationa be advisory and nonbindina?
Muslims have no choice but to accept
the pe.ce terms (like Iraq). Most likely lhe
terms will be (inter alia):
• Muslims must give up aU property
and personal claims.
• Muslims will be exempted (i.e.
barred) from the military, police and civil
defence services. Thus, lhere will be no
need to handle or own fire arinu.
• The Serbia authorities Uld terrorists
directly or indirectly coonected to the 'ethnic cleuuina' will be exonerated.
If we were to connect lhia to Desert
Stoon and Libya, we will aee the laraer
picture. Get Muslims leader to come under
lhe influence of the superpowers; restrain
or better still eliminate the hard core
leaden (such as Saddam). Eaypt. Saudi
Arabia, Syria, the Gulf states are all under
orders to do their (lhe superpowers') biddina. The squeeze begins - Uld Bosnia got
bashed and mashed, not unlike mashed
potatoes.

MATT ROSSI
PETAUNGJAYA

MASS MURDE R IN IRAQ:
46,900 DEAD CHILDREN
A special article in lhe N~w England
JourrtDI ofM~diciM in America. written by
12 experts, hu concluded that more lhan
46,900 children in Iraq d1ed between
January aod Auaust 1991 u a result of lhe
Gulf War aod trade SUlCtions
'J'he special article, ent1tled Effrct of
1M G111{War 011 /ll{afft a ltd Cltild Mortality
;,. Iraq, -.r P"blisMd ;,. rl" w~ll-know11
joMrrtDI 011 24 September 1992.
The article was written by Dr Alberto
Ascherio, Dr Robert Chase, Dr Tim Cote,

Dr Godelieve. Dr Eric Hoskins, Dr Jilali
Laaouej. Dr Megan Passey, Dr Saleh
Qaderi, Dr Saber Shuqaider, DR P H and
scientists Mary C Smith and Sarah Zaidi.
They conducted a survey of 271
clusters of 2S to 30 households each,
chosen as representative samples of the
Iraqi population. The households were
selected and the interviews conducted by
an international team of public health
professionals, independent of the Iraqi
authorities.
In each household aU women lS to 49
years of age were interviewed, and the
dates of birth and death of all children born
on or after I January 1985, were recorded.
The study population included 16,076
children, 768 of whom died during the
period surveyed - I Ju1uary 1985 to 31
August 1991.
1l1e survey, conducted between 25
August and S September 1991 was lhe first
nationwide survey of household samples
conducted in Iraq after the Gulf War.
The spec1al art1cle said, "During the
Gulf War. it was suuested that by using
high-precision weapons with strategic targeu,lhe Allied forces were producing only
limited damage to lhe civilian population.
The results uf our study contradict lhis
claim that the casualties of war extend far
beyond those caused directly by warfare."
In olher words, lhe special article is
saying that the aovemments of George
Bush, John Major and M1tterand have been
telling blatant lies to the world about their
so-called "clean" war. Their d1rty war has
killed more than 100,000 civilians including women, children, babies, the old and
the sickly durina the 42 days and nighu
when they aerial-bon1banJed Ba.g hdad,
Basra and other cities, towm and villages
throughout Iraq.
The war and lhe trade sanctions
against Iraq killed about 47,000 infants
below the age of five, from the time of the
war up to August 1991.
It is now October 1992. ln the 14
mootl" •ince Augusl 1991, how many
more infants below lhe age of five have
died as a direct result of the war and the
trade sanctions?
And, what about adults including
molhers,the sick and lhe old who have died
since the war, because of war injuries and
because of lhe trade sanctions?
This mus murder of hundreds of
thousands of the Iraqi people is a crime
against humanity and a war crime. The
United Nations Security Council, let us
never forget, is a mass murderer. So are
George Bush, John Major, Mitterand and
their allies.
They are still continuina with trade
sanctions to this very day which are killing
babies and infants.
A War Crimes Con1mission should be
set up to put on trial Bush, Major. Mitterand and others for lheir war crimes and
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crimes aaamu humanity and against the
people of Iraq.
What i• NAM (the Non-Aligned
Movement) doina about such honific
crimes? What is the OIC (Organization of
Islamic Countries) doing about them?
Have they spoken up?lf not, why not?
If they have not called for Ul immediate stop to these crimes, lhen in a very
direct way they are condoning such murderous crimes. It shows that they have no
moral courage. and they CUlllot claim to
represent the mterests of the Third World
and the Islamic countries and peoples.
When thousands of people have been
killed and thousands more are being killed
with each pass101 month in Iraq, a Third
World and Mushm country, and NAM and
the OIC dare not apeak up. lhen they are
useless to the Third World and to the Muslim world.
They are selfish, scared Uld confused.
They have betrayed the Third World and
the Muslim untnu~h
FANYEWTENG

KUALA WMPUR, (10-10-92)

RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
VIOLATED IN SABAH
A1 a Malaysian of Sino-Kadazan ethnic origin who is currently working in West
Malaysia, I was unhappy with the recent
dispute between federal leaden and the
Sabah aovemment over lhe 20- Point
Agreement.
Recently, Deputy Prime Minister
Ghafar Baba said that the ethmc Chinese
were suffenna economically under the
PBS government. Is he trying to say lhat aU
the ethnic Chinese will become instant millionaires under a BN administration? As a
former businessman he should not be
making misleadma statements.
The Chinese had pl .. yed a part together with tho: Kalllll.ans and the Malays
- in brinaina Sabab into the MalaysiUl
Federation under the 20-Pomt AgreernenL
But federal leaders betrayed the Chinese
and the Kadauns by making Islam the
official relia1on 10 Sabah w1thout consulting lhem.
I am brinaina up this issue because my
family and I are victims of this policy. A
few years ago, lmtended to marry a Malay
girl in Sabah. As 11 is a tradition in any
culture that the man is the leader,llhought
of marrying her w1thout converting. But
alas,the rella1ous authorities claimed I had
to convert to Islam as it wu the official
religion of Sabah. Is there true religious
freedom?
My aaed arandpareou are devout Buddhista and they too would hke to watch
Buddhist religious programmes. The least
the federal covemment could do is to show

some Buddhist religious programmes
weekly over RTM, even though they
rejected the request for a TV station by the
PBS aovenunent on the arounds that Islam
was the offi cial reliaaon of this country.
Despite the controveny over the 20Point AJreement, it 11 my sincere hope that
an amicable solution wiU be found by the
parties concerned.
MA LAYS IAN S PIRIT
KUANTAN

SAMY'S IMMUNITY?
Of late, there has been tremendous exposure over the controlled man media concerning immunities aranted to Rulers all
over the country. This can be interpreted as
a confenaon after ove r a decade in power.
What about immunities that do noc
exist but are nevertheless given to
pnvileaed people within the BN. a f~ne
example of wluch is the Maika scandal?
What is the BN trying to prove?
OVER TilE RAIN BOW
KUA LA. LUMPUR

DEMOCRACY OR
DIA-MAHU-KERUSI?
I refer 10 the article, ' One Man One
voce?' by Or Kua KiaSoong in AM:12(12).
What Kua subnutted an his article is 100
per cent true. The Election Commission
doesn't practase a 'one man one voce' sys tem. It drawl up constituencies in favou r of
the ruling elites.
The 1992 redelineation clearly shows
how it played its di rty tactics again The
table below ahows how it is being unfa1r to
the urban vocera. This new delaneation
would result in two rural seals be ina equal
10 one urban seat. AU except four of the
rural seats are UMNO Baru gold mines
while all except six of the urban seats are
represented by Opposition MPs at present.

If I am aiven a seat with less voten
(i.e. a ru ral seat) I wiU ~lanjo a plane
ticket to Loodon for the guy who is responsible for the redelineation. This isn't
'bribery'. It' 1 only a laodiah. This is what
we
'Malaysian
call
Democracy•.
Democracy means Dia. mahu-kuusi.
J A PALASAMY
CAMERON HIGIIUNDS

Julia Ward Howe was talking to
Charles Sumner, the distinguished
Senator from Massachusetts. She
asked him to interest himself in
the case of a person who needed
some help. The Senator answered,
"Julia, I've become so busy I can
no longer concern myseH with
individuals."
"Charles," she replied, "that Is
quite remarkable. Even God hasn't
reached that stage yet."

PROPOSED PARLIAMENTARY CONSTITUENCIES
Rural Suts

No. of Voters

Urban Sols

No. of Voter•

Langkawi
Gua Musang
Padang Te111p
Hul u
Terengganu
Silc
Romp an
Jeli
Pekan
Chenderoh
Padang Bes ar
Kepala Balas
Kuala
Kangsar
Arau
Tasik Gelugor
Parit
Kuala Kerai
Kangar
Sabale
Jelebu
La rut

19,086
24,537
24,822
26,587

Bukit
Mertajam
Jelutong
Kampar
Taselc
Ba&an
Tanjong
PJUtara
P J Selatan
Shah A lam
Bulcit Bendera
Seremban
Taiping
Ras&h
Johor Baru
Ampang Jaya
Bayan Baru
Batu
Berendam
Klallg

.51,3 16

27,462
28,111
28,818
30,960
31,137
31,297
31 ,802
32,173
32. 194
32.852
32.972
33.409
33,458
33,519
33,.535
33.727
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lpoh
Kota Melalca

.56,243
56,601
59,893
61,.520
62,238
62,494
62,.590
62,799
62,893
62,92.5
63,089
6.5,335
66,727
67,027
67,077
68,307
68,757
68,778
68,797

CONTROVERSY

Book Review:
Reply to
Kassim Ahmad
by A Rahim Abdul Karim

Tbe Aliran Monthly
(1992:12(11) carried a
book review by RAHIM
ABDUL KARIM of
KASSIM AHMAD'S
book, HADIS: JA WAPAN
KEPADA PENGKRITIK,
which elicited a prompt
reply from Kassim
Ahmad(AM
1992: U(12).Rahim Abdul
Karim bad in turn
responded to Kassim
Ahmad's reply. The
Editorial Board decided to
contact Kassim Ahmad
for his comments, which
follows Abdul Karim's
article.With the
publication of both their
views in this issue, we will
be ending this controversy.

Hadis: Satu Penilaian Semu/a he
had rejected all Hadith on the
return of a Mahdi as a "myth"
which was linked to Christian
beliefs.
No Muslim will quarrel with
Kassim about going back to a
Quranic world-view but the way
he had counterposed the "liberating rigid and suffocating worldview of the later theologians"
(focusing on the Hadith, according to him) begs the question to
which period is he referring to?
When does he think the decline of
the Muslims started?
As we know the growth of Islamic jurisprudence occurred following the death of Prophet
Muhammad in 633 AD. By "later
theologians" is he referring to
Abu Bakr. Umar, Uthman and Ali,
the first four Caliphs? Is he pointing at the Muhadith who collected
and studied the Prophet's sayings
and actions or at the Mujtahid
who concerned themselves with
those traditions upon which a rule
of law could be drawn?

n his comments on the review
of Hadis; Jawapan Kepada
rengkritik, Kassim Ahmad
calls for Saddam Hussain to be
recognised as the Muslim world's
new Mahdi, based upon a Hadith.
When he was challenged in the
Berita Harian (22/12/92) Kassim
argued that the Hadith in question
conforms with the Quran (see BH
5/1/93) but in his earlier book,

From the time of the first
Caliph Abu Bakr, the new situation arising out of the rapid territorial expansion and cultural
development called for specific
rules and detailed directions.
Imams Abu Haniffa, Malik bin
Anas, Muhammad Idris al-Shafi,
Ahmad Muhammad bin Hanbal
and others did not seek to establish the respective schools named

I
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after them. They merely gave
judgements based on their
knowledge of the Quran and Sunnah under prevailing circumstances.
With the exception of the
Quran and the Sunnah, the
validity of all other sources had
been questioned. As I said in my
review the questions raised by
Kassim are as old as those being
raised in the first century of Islam
itself. The genius of the early
scholars was in the use of logic
and reasoning (including Aristotleian deductive logic) to resolve
the apparently contradictory
directions in the Quran and Sunnah.
The whole exercise that Kassim is talking about had already
been done more than a thousand
years ago. Let me qlfote the poet
and philosopher Iqbal from his
Reconstruction of Religious
Thought in Islam on this point.
"Our early doctors of law taking
their clue mainly from the Quran
evolved a number of legal systems .... the student of Muslim
history knows very well that nearly half the triumphs of Islam as a
social and political power were
due to the legal acuteness of these
doctors". The fact that there were
spurious Hadi th did not escape the
scrutiny of these scholars.
If Kassim is referring to the
period before the fall of Spain in
1492 he should take a closer look
at the government policies of the
Umayyad rulers there. Let me
quote Ibn Khaldun from the fourteenth century. "Some unjust
detractors say that some of these
Mujtahids were not well up in
Hadith and that is why narrations
on their authority are few and far
between. But this is an erroneous
idea which cannot, in any case. be
true of the great' Imams. The
Sharia is derived from the Quran

and the Hadith and, therefore, a

person poor in Hadith ought to try
to make up the deficiency so that
he can deduce rules of religion
from correct principles."
'The most vicious attacks on
the Hadith carne when the
European nations were establishing their colonial rule in Asia
and Africa. Malik Bennabi and S
H Nasr put the "modernist" challenge to the Hadith as having
started about 200 years ago. Obviously, the French Revolution
and the Russian Revolution had a
bearing on the modernist thinking.
During the period, the
"traditionalists" played an important part in resisting colonism,
while accepting many of the
scientific and technological
benefits that carne with the
colonialists. The role of the AlAzhar scholars after Napoleon's
invasion of Egypt, or the revolts
of Abdel Krim and Omar Mokhtar
in northern Africa were milestones in the Afro-Asian anticolonial movements.
The debates of At-Afghani (a
Pan-Jslamist) and Syed Ahmad

(founder of Aligarh University in
India) in the nineteenth century
were characteristic of the differences in approach to the impact
of European colonialism. The
post-World War II debates among
nationalist leaders like Ben Bella,
Nasser, Sukarno and others where
they were challenged by the traditional groups had their roots in the
earlier period. Now, a further distinction has to be made between
the traditionalists and the socalled Islamic Fundamentalists
because of political reasons.
Science and technology are
making heavy inroads into traditional thinking. Maudoodi of the
Jamaat-e-Islami movement of
Pakistan, for example, exposed
himself some years ago, before
his death, when he sought the best
medical treatment in London's
top clinics, after a lifetime of attacking Western culture and
civilisation.
It is a different scenario in the
field of law and politics. Enlightened though some of the
Western systems are, they, also,
show the ugliness of narrow
nationalism, racism and religious

bigotry. Just look at what is happening in Bosnia, India (following the Babri Mosque incident),
South Africa and the so- called
bastion of Western security in the
Middle East - the Fascist state of
'Israel'.
It is clear that Fascism is rising
again under conditions where the
former colonialist Western nations are seeking to re- establish
their hegemony through the
manipulation of the United Nations. Under such circumstances
we should encourage the dialogue
that are taking place between the
traditionalists and modernists,
whether in Islamic or non-Islamic
societies, against narrow-minded
groups which provide the excuses
for Western intervention.
Islamic scholars at Al-Azhar
and other seats of learning have
already turned their minds
towards that direction. Kassim 's
exercise seems futile in comparison to what they are doing although his intention may be to
bring the Muslims back to the
unity that existed in the days of
the early Caliphs. •

STILL UNHELPFUL REJOINDER TO ABDUL RAHIM KARIM
By: Kasslm Ahmad
t is not quite correct for Abdul Rahim Karim to say
that "Kassim Ahmad calls for Saddam Hussein to
be recognised as the new Muslim world's Mahdi"
in my book, Hadis: Jawapan Kepada Pengk.ritik. I
simply pointed to the fact that the only leader in the
world who stood up to and beat the 30-nation armies
gathered by the Anti- Christ, i.e. the Russian-supported Anglo-American neo- imperialism, to frighten
the world's peoples into submission, was President
Saddam Hussein. According to traditions, Imam
Mahdi is one of two leaders destined to defeat and
kill the Anti-Christ. Can anyone doubt that, in spite

I

of all odds, Saddam Hussein has dealt a severe blow
to the Anglo-American nco-imperialists?
It is true that in this respect I have modified my
earlier position on these traditions. In the first book,
I rejected them totally, citing their negative impact
on Muslim creativity and dynamism. I still uphold
these criticisms, although changed world situation
has made me realize the importance of exceptional
leaders (exceptional in the philosophical as well as in
the sense of deep commitment to principled struggle)
who must emerge to carry through to a successful
conclusion this epic fight of the centuries, Saddam
Hussein's Mother of Battles.
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Two
quesreligious movements have never achieved the suctions that Abdul
cess that the Prophet and these generations did. This
"The question
Rahim raised includes the Iranian revolution of 1979. The nearest
that I raise is
that and Muslim country got is that of republican Iraq
which period do I
mean by later
after the Ba'ath revolution of 1968. It is to be noted
not just unity,
theologians and
that even the great President Nasser of Egypt did not
but unity based
that the question
succeed as much as President Saddam Hussein has.
on a unified
(of going back to
Abdul Rahim describes my labour of love as
Quranic
the Quran?) is not
"futile in comparison to what they are doing", by
new - have alwhich he means the dialogues that are being
world-outlook. It
ready
been
promoted, he says, by Muslim scholars between the
is also not just
answered fully in
traditionalists and the modernists. I have no problem
unity, but
the book. His
there. I fully support dialogues. But I do not think
of
the
quoting
there
is meaningful dialogue going on between the
mental
Pakistani
poet
various
intellectual trends in Muslim societies. In
liberation that
and philosopher,
spite of more than a hundred years of reformist movecan only be fully
Muhammad
ments since Jamaluddin at-Afghani and Muhammad
Iqbal. and of the
Abduh, the Muslims are nowhere ncar to achieving
gained by the
great historian
the success and glory of their early forbears .
adoption of this
The question that I raise is not just unity, but unity
Ibn Khaldun to
Quranic outlook.
prove that the
based on a unified Quranic world-outlook. It is also
Is this futile?"
not just unity, but mental liberation that can only be
hadith have been
fully gained by the adoption of this Quranic outlook.
thoroughly exIs this futile?
amined cannot
Abdul Rahim knows that our Muslim theologians
help him. It is
known that Ibn
hate the guts of this book. Unable to confront its
Khaldun
was
arguments rationally and scientifically, they seek to
very critical of
suppress it. As a lay writer and lay member of our
the hadith and
intelligentsia, he should adopt a rational attitude and
Iqbal's great inclination towards the Quran only inseriously discuss the issues raised in the book so that
dicated his preference. If at all, the examples of these
Muslim society can move forward. To say that the
two scholars rather prove the movement towards the
matter is as old as the hills and futile, to boot, is to
Quran.
behave no better than our ostrich-like theol2&_ians for
Abdul Rahim, however, makes one point that may
whom time stopped a thousand years ago! U
be valid. Anti- colonial religious
movements, in spite of the mental
shackles of traditional theology,
did arise in many Muslim
countries and contributed greatly
to the weakening of colonialism
FARAQ FOUDA
and to the fight for national independence. The herioc fight of
We carried a tribute to Faraq Fouda in the AI iran Monthly of 1992:
Omar Mokhtar against the Italian
12(12). Owing to an oversight, the source of this article -INDEX ON
colonialists is, of course, legenCENSORSHIP Vol 21 No 7, July/August 1992- was omitted. We
dary. But one should not forget
regret the error. D
also that there were those religious
movements which accepted the
status guo and helped the
PAST COPIES
colonialists. It would seem that
this is not a conclusive argument
Bound past copies of the A/iran MonthiJ- 12 issues per year- are
in favour of the traditionalists.
available for the period 1988, 1989, 1990 and 1991 at RM8.80 per set
Also we cannot ignore the fact
(inclusive of postage). D
that since Prophet Muhammad and
the early generations of Muslims
(around three hundred years after
Muhammad's death), Muslim

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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VALUE OF DISSENT

LETTERS FROM PRISON
Adam Michnik (1946 -)
ver the past ten years,
Adam Michnik has become widely known outside Poland for his commitment to
democratic change in this country
and in the rest of what used to be
'the Soviet bloc'.
Michnik has always been
closely associated with the independent trade union Solidarity,
since it was founded in 1980.
When the Polish regime declared
martial law and banned the union
in December 1981, Michnik was
arrested along with other
prominent Solidarity activists about ten thousand in all - and
held in prison, without trial, for
two and a half years.
It was while in prison, and unable to take active part in Poland•s
democratic opposition. which had
been forced 'underground', that
Michni.lc wrote many of his best
known texts, including a number
of 'Letters from Prison' .
One of these letters, dated '10
December 1983', was addressed
to General Czeslaw Kiszczak,
then the Minister of Internal Affairs, hence the person directly
responsible for the repression of
dissidents under martial law. The
occasion for the letter was a bargain that Kiszczak had proposed:
if Michni.lc would consent to leave
Poland, he would be freed very
soon - soon enough to spend
Christmas in the south of France,
the General said! If Michni.lc
refused this offer, on the other
hand, he could look forward to a
trial and many years in prison.
The letter is a superb affirmation of the need for conscience as
an undeniable guide to ethical

0

conduct, in politics and public life
as in private life. It is also a dignified affirmation of pacifism and
its values in the face of overwhelming physical force. For
Michni.lc is a pacifist who believes
in non-violence as an absolute
principle. On one famous occasion. in Otwock in May 198 I.
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he intervened, at some risk to himself. to stop enraged Solidarity
supporters from lynching a
policeman and setting fire to hi"
police station.
He begins this letter by setting
out the difference between
Kiszczak and himself:

I cannot foretell the future and I have no idea whether I will yet live to see the
victory of truth over lies and Solidarity over this present anti-worker dictatorship.
The point Is, General, that for me, the value of our struggle lies not in Its chances
of victory but rather in the value of the cause. let my little gesture of denial be a
amall contribution to the sense of honour and dignity in this country that is being
made more miserable every day.
Michnik then explores the meaning of Imprisonment in Poland under martial law.
For me, General, prison is not such painful punishment. On that December night
(in 1981, when martial law was declared and Michnik was arrested) It waa not I who
waa condemned but freedom; it is not I who am being held prisoner today but
Poland.

I

For me, General, real punishment would be if on your orders I had to apy, wave a
truncheon , shoot workers, interrogate prisoners, and issue disgraceful
Hntences. I am happy to find myself on the right side, among the victims and not
among the victimisers. But of course you cannot comprehend this : otherwise you
would not be making such foolish and wicked proposals.
In the life of every honourable person there comes a difficult moment, General,
when the aimple statement this is black and that is whit• requires paying a high
pr~. It may cost one'a life on the slopes of the Citadel, behind the wire fence of
Sachsenhausen , behind the bars of Mokotow prison. At such a time, General, a
decent man'a concern is not the price he will have to pay; but the certainty that
white Is whit• and black is black. One needs a conscience to determine this.
Paraphrasing the saying of one of the great writers of our continent, I would like
to suggest that the first thing you need to know, General, is what it Ia to have a
human conscience. It may come as news to you that there are two thing a in thia
world, •vi/and good. You may not know that to lie and insult is not good, that to
betray Ia bad, to imprison and murder is even worse. Never mind that such things
may be expedient- they are forbidden. Yes, General, forbidden. Who forbids
them? General, you may be the mighty minister of internal affa irs, you may have
the backing of the power that extends from the Elbe to Vladivostok and of the
entire pollee force of this country, you may have millions of informers and
milliona of zlotys (Polish currency) with which to buy guns, water cannons,
bugging devices, aervile collaborators, informers and journalists ; but something
Invisible, a passerby In the dark, will appear before you and say: this you must
not do.

That is conscience.
I

Adam Michni.k was released
under a general amnesty in July
1984, only to be rearrested six
months after and sentenced to
three years in prison.
It is good to be able to report
that Michnik had the last word in
this exchange years later, in June
1989, when he was elected to the

sejm (parliament) in Poland's first
open elections in forty years.
Kiszczak had also stood in these
elections. but without success.
When the two men met in the
course of political negotiations
soon after the clcclions, the soldier spoke first
"l welcome you to the sejm."
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"No,
General,"
Michnik
replied. "in the sejm I do the greeting."•

Extracted from THE VALUE OF
DISSENT, a Civil Rights
Movement of Sri Lanka
publication.

REELECTIONS ON THE
MALAYSIAN
CONSTITUTION
An A/iran Publication

A MUST for all
thinking, caring,Malaysians
The topics addressed include:

·The Historical
Background
•The Role of the
Monarchy
•The Role of the
Judiciary
•The Role of
Parliament
·The Role of the
Executive
·State and Federal
Relations
•The Rule of Law
·Fundamental
Liberties
•The Ethnic
Dimension
·Islam in the
Constitution
•An Overview.
HlllmY!

OFFER \'ALID
WIIILE STOCKS
LAST

This volume also contains an important speech by Tunku
Abdul Rahman, the first Prime Minister of Malaysia as well
as the Citation for the Tunku who was awarded the
outstanding Malaysian Award 1987, presented by Persatuan
Aliran.
The contributors to this volume comprise prominent legal
experts, leaders ofpolitical parties and public interest
societies, journalists and scholars.
It is hoped that this book will be of much interest to those in
power and those not in power, to specialists and laymen, and
to all concerned citizens of Malaysia as well as foreigners
interested in Malaysian issues.
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CONCERNS
Po wer Shortage
Crisis
SETUP ROYAL
COMMISSION OF
ENQUIRY
Aliran is deeply concerned
about the power shortage crisis
that has developed in the country.
At a time when our country is
trying to push towards the goal of
a developed industrial nation, the
crisis has caused much disruption
and l08ses and necessitated adjustments to industrial production practices.
These negative developments
might further affect the confidence of investors, in tum, affecting our targeted economic
growth rates.
Ordinary
Malaysians
in
various parts of the country have
also been forced, sometimes
without adequate warning to go
without electricity for a period of
time. This has caused much incon-

veniences, sometimes losses as
well.
While we fully support all efforts to pull together as a nation in
order to conserve electricity, nonetheless, the rakyat need also to be
told the truth about the state of
affairs in Tennga Nasional (TEN).
This is especially so since certain engineers within TEN, writing anonymously had sounded the
alarm bells as far back as 1990
when they addressed a 12-page
letter to the Prime Minister. Subsequently, the issue was raised in
Parliament by the Opposition MP
for Petaling, Dr Kua Kin Soong.
This was followed up by a second
22-page letter, agrun, to the Prime
Minister.
Among other things, the TEN
engineers had alleged mismanagement and negligence
among certain top managers in
TEN, as well as irregularities in
the awarding of contracts to certain external consultancy firms
and contractors some of whom,
they claimed, were linked to these
senior personnel.
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They alleged that an emergency had already been declared
within TEN and warned of imminent break-downs, black-outs
and brown- outs", all of which,
have begun to occur .ince 1991.
Concerned about the serious
allegations, Aliran featured the
TEN problem in Aliran Monthly
11:5, 1991. We also supported the
engineers' call for an investigation
by the ACA into these allegations.
• We reiterate our concern
about the allegations and call
for a Royal Commission of Enquiry to investigate the power
shortage crisi11. We need to get to
the root of the power shortage
problem.
• Meanwhile we strongly urge
the mass media to conduct comprehensive investigations into
this serious matter, as they did
recently, in support of the
government's move to remove the
legal immunity of the Rulers.
Then, they had showed their
courage which is again necessary
now to establish their integrity
and independence and to convince
Malaysians at large that serious,
investigative journalism is back in
business.
Dr. Francis Loh

Hon. Secretary

The hands of those I
meet are dumbly eloquent
to me. The touch of some
hands is an impertinence.
I have met people so
empty of joy that when I
clasped their frosty finger
tips it seemed as if I were
shaking hands with a
northeast storm. Others
there are whose hands
have sunbeams in them,
so that their grasp warms ·
my heart.
Helen Keller

...contimud from back page TENAGA CRISIS

Tenaga Nasional:
ABUSE OF POWER?
Something strange
is brewing in
Tenaga Nasional
Murmurs of discontent are
emanating from the hub of the
nation's energy supply. This time,
the group calling themselves the
Concerned Engineers of Tcnaga
Nasional have written another letter containing an "emergency
message" to the Prime Minister.
Apparently, their efforts to improve the situation in Tenaga
from within have been largely ignored. Hence, their direct appeal
to Mahathir.
A previous letter from the engineers highlighting irregularities
was dismissed by Energy Minister
Samy Vellu as the work of a dissatisfied contrnctor. The latest letter denies this by arguing that no
contractor is going to jeopardize
his future here by criticizing a
minister or the Tenaga management.

MISMANAGEMENT?
The problem, the engineers
claim, lies with the top management ofTenaga. They allege mismanagement and negligence
among certain top managers in
Tenaga, as well as irregularities in
the awarding of contracts to certain external Consultancy ftrms
and contractors some of which
they claim are linked to these
senior personnel. The engineers
add somewhat dramatically that
the state of affairs in Tenaga could
eventually malce the $2.2 billion
BMF scandal seem like only
"minor irritation".
The latest letter has been circulated to the director of the
ACA, senior ministers, opposi-

lion leaders, the IGP, the TEN
chairman, local and foreign
newspapers,
and
regional
magazines. It warns that Tenaga
may be forced to resort to loadshedding wilhin the next few
months to prevent its main power
stations from crashing and resulting in billions of ringgit in
damage. One of their most startling allegations is that an emergency has already been declared
within Tenaga. The engineers also
warn of imminent break-downs,
black-outs
and
brown-outs
despite the "clear overcapacity"
within Tenaga.
They appeal to Mahathir to
carry out a full·scale inquiry into
Tenaga to clear the controversies
which have been generated. In
fact, the matter had been brought
up in Parliament in December
1990 by Kua Kia Soong, the MP
for Petaling Jaya, who called for a
criminal investigation into the
matter.

MANY QUESTIONS
Although the authenticity of
the letter might be doubted, it
does contain many serious allegations which, at least, are worthy of
further investigation. These allegations in turn have given rise to
several obvious questions.
If indeed our existing generating capacity is more than adequate for our needs, why are we
still faced with power shortages?
Is this because power stations
have been damaged following
substandard overhauling of turbines by external contractors who
are ill-equipped to carry out the
job?
To prove their point the engineers cite the case of the Paka
power station in Terengganu.
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In their letter, the engineers
allege that it was Tetracon, an external contractor, which wrecked
Palca's turbine 3C out of sheer incompetence. As a result. a diversion of electricity was required
from the national grid in 1990
which cost the NEB an additional
M$35 million.
They say that Tetrncon had no
previous experience in turbine
overhaul work. In fact, their contract was lim ited to maintenance
work only. They claim that it was
only after Tetracon came into the
picture that the turbine in Paka
tripped and collapsed. It is alleged
that Palca is now producing only a
third of the capacity it is capable
of. This sad state of affairs is
something which the ACA can
easily assess.
The engineers then go on to
question whether Tenaga General
Manager (Main Projects) Tara
Singh Gill has a stake in Tetracon
either directly or indirectly via
nominees. Earlier reports have
raised concern over what is said to
be his lack of experience in power
generation and operations.

BOILER WELDING
WORK BY
TETRACON
It is alleged that senior personnel at Tenaga (all listed in the
letter) lied to the NEB Board and
misled the Minister about
Tetracon 's capability in handling
boiler welding work.
The engineers claim that
Danish
Power
Consultants
(DPC), whose chairman is
Mahathir' s brother-in-law, Jaafar
Mohd Ali, had inspected the Prai
and Port Dickson stations and had
come up with a report critical of
Tetracon's performance. This
report is supposed to have been
accepted by the Board of the
NEB. But is it true that it was then
hushed up?

Perhaps that is why Samy
Vellu could declare to MPs in
January 1991 that there was no
such thing as a report by DPC. But
at the very moment, the engineers
claim DPC was rejecting more
work by Tetracon/Bharat Heavy
Electricals, this time on Unit 3 of
Tuanku Jaafar, Port Dickson. (It
has also been alleged that the
former station superintendent at
the Port Dickson power station
was made director of Tetracon
upon retirement.)
Although Tetracon was supposed to have been blacklisted
after the Paka project, the engineers ask why it continues to
win huge contracts.
How true arc reports circulating that NEI Parsons was awarded
the Connaught Bridge Combined
Cycle Extension project even
though the company had never
packaged such a station and had
performed poorly in Port Dickson
and Singapore before? Is the subcontractor again Tetracon?
Doesn't the energy master
plan approved in 1989 state that
we have enough plant capacity to
meet our energy requirements
until the end of 1995? This plan
was supposed to have been approved by the finance ministry.
But now the Energy Minister is
quoted as saying that he is shopping for turbines to meet our
needs beyond 1995. This is pointless as a turbine can be commissioned within two years.
11le power shortage cited as
the reason for the acquisition of
turbines is alleged to be largely
the result of the failure of existing
equipment caused by substandard
repair work carried out by contractors.

OVER TO YOU, ACA

TEN chairman? Is it true that
these companies are still winning
contracts under extraordinary circumstances? What is the outcome
of these investigations?
The circumstances surrounding this whole saga are quite
revealing especially in four
respects.
One, there is very little public
accountability within our government departments and off budget
agencies. Just imagine, the money
saved on just one turbine would
be enough to provide proper housing to a few thousand squatters.
Two, there is a complex web
of political-business-civil service
connections in Malaysia which
often leads to all kinds of situa-

tions where conflicts of interests
can arise.
Three, without an independent
media. we are deprived of
courageous investigative journalism which could shed some
light into situations like this and
clear up all the intrigue and
speculation.
Four, if the ACA is truly independent, then perhaps the guilty
parties would finally be made to
see the error of their ways and all
this wanton abuse of power could
be stopped.
Well, there certainly seems to
be plenty of strange goings-on
within Tenaga to keep the ACA
busy for a long, long time. That is,
if it is really interested. •

In our report in 1991, we also stated that the nation's
projected demand for electricity would be 4950 MW by
1995. Tenaga Nasional says that the demand now during
peak periods is 4600 MW - well short of the projection.
So it is astonishing that Samy Vellu seems to be implying
that the present power shortages are due to an increase
in the number of factories, some of which had started
operations without informing TNB. How can he say that
when the total demand is around the level of that
projected in 1991?
Ali ran Monthly is also shocked to learn that the Prime
Minister is now "shocked" over the electricity crisis.
There is no reason for him to be "shocked" now as he
had been warned way back in mid-1991 about the crisis
in Tenaga Nasional. If only he had acted then.
Meanwhile, the impact on the economy has been
disastrous. Although Tenaga says there won't be any
more load shedding, it admits there will be more 'load
curtailments' (a fancy term for load shedding with
advance notice given).

Aren't Tetracon, Stone &
Webster, Minco and General
Physics supposed to be under investigation by Ani Arope, the

ANILNErrO
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TENAGA CRISIS:

WE TOLD YOU SO!
A/iran Monthly's warning 20 months ago ignored

"The Cabinet has directed that a
report be made on all power breakdowns In the country and we are quite
shocked over the high number of such
Incidents."
Dr. Mohathlr

Ia Februoty 1993

"You keep on building something
everywhere and you expect TNB to give
you power just like that. Every factory
which wants power must give 18
months' notice to TNB. They need time
to prepare and ensure adequate supply. This cannot be done overnight."
SamyVellu
18 February 1993

Once again, a major crisis. this time involving Tenaga Nasional and electricity power
shortages. And the usual response- the Prime Minister is "shocked", orders a report;
the Energy Minister does not accept responsibility, blames everyone else.
But is it really true that no one saw it coming? Twenty months ago, Ali ran Monthly (AM
1991: Vol. 11 No.5) carried a report warning of a looming crisis. Our report also
publicised a letter from a group calling themselves Concerned Engineers ofTenaga
Nasional.
This letter addressed to the Prime Minister contained an "emergency message" and
warned of an imminent energy crisis so great that it would make the $2.2 billion BMF
scandal seem like "minor irritation".
So, Dr. Mahathir would have been fully aware of the situation within Tenaga Nasional.
Why was no action taken then?
(continued on page 38)
We reproduce extracts from our earlier report:

